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Preface 
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using later High Schoof and Beyond clata, will hopefully extend the limited findings 
in this report. 
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~pan tltis report: .Specifically, this rc,i:,ort was reviewed ·by Phillip Kaufman, ·steven 
Kaufm:a:n, and Charles C6wa.n of the Center for Education Statistics (USED),\ Valcna 
Plisko of the Offic::e of Planning, Budget and Evaluation (USED), and James Stedman 
of the Congressional Research Service. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

This is the final report on a study of factors associated with dropping out of high 
sch<>ol, conducted cooperatively by SMl3 Economic Research, Inc. and the Center for E~uca~ 
tion Statistics, U.S. Department of Edµcation (formerly the National Center for Education 

- Statistics), In this study, we examine the influences of personal and family background , 
attributes, economic and focational fiictors, school characteristics and educational ex-
periences, and certain student b~havio'rs and chQices on the decision to leave high school 
before graduation. We also give special attention to intergroup differences, attempting 
to'. sort ou(the factors responsible for dispadties between male ·and female and ·.imong 
white, black, and Hispanic di:ot>out' rlltes. These an:llyses, -which· employ-both· descriptive 
statistics and the multivariate event-history method, are based on data from the initial 
and first f oillow-up rouncls of the High School and Beyond (HS&B) survey of tt~e sophomore 
class of 1980. 

il ·· 
BACKGROUND: THE DROPOUT PROBLEM 

The work reported on he.re, together with other recent research on the subject, coin-
ci_des wiih a new round of professional and policy interest in "the dropout problem." That 
problem last attained salie·nce in the policy arena during the 1960s, when many dropout 
·prevention efforts were launched. ·n subsequently receded into the background, only to 
return to prominence under altered circumstances during the last few years. Today, there 
is concern that non graduation rates, aheady unacc~ptably high, may increase further be-
cause of (a) increase~ in the propo_r:tioh of s_chool enrollment made up of poor and minority 
students, the groups most at ris_k of riot completing school, (b) concern for special 
programs aim:edat nieeJing the needs of these at-risk students, and (c) current reform ef-
forts aimed _at raising educational standards and graduation requirements, which, albeit 

· inad'{ertendy, iµ'ay induce niore low-performing students to drop out. The last of these 
reasons for conc:ern is ,significant hecatise, seemingly for the first time, it brings 
dropout~ jMo the center of the debate over the quality of American schools. This report 
is f ocl.ised on the high school dropout problem and a majority of the analyses are focused 
,on the public high school dropout problem. 

Why is dropping out a problem? As. the research literature amply documents, there are 
serious adverse consequences both for the individuals concerned and for society from 
faHµre to complete high school. The private costs likely to be borne by nongraduates in-
clude imp_aired access to _most of ~he p~eferre4 occupatjonal categories in the economy, 

_ redu_ced earnings and income, greater,risk _of unemployment, and consequent diminution of 
·in.any ingredlents, both tangible and intangible, of the quality of life. The putative social 

' costs include reduced economic Olltput and the; consequent loss of public revenue, increased 
· demand for public transfer payments, and· probable increases in crime and other forms of 

ant~social beha.vior. Moreover, the adverse effects of dropping out may be passed down 
through the generations, as dropOuts are less likely than high school graduates to provide 
favorable economic ancf'cducational opportunities to their children. 

'the strongest evidence on the harm_ done by dropping out pertains to the economic con-
~equenc:es for the dropouts themselves . .That dropouts earn less than nondropouts, are more 
frequently unemployed, and are more likely to be found in lower-level occupations is docu-
mei_lted in regularly publish;d reports of the Bµr~au of Labor Statistics (e.g., Young, 
1982). Similar evidence, deriv~d froID. Census data and including comparisons of both an-
nual an'.d _lifeti111e earnings~ is presented in the Digest of Education Statistics (Grant and · 
Snyder, 1983). These da_ta further demonstrate-that the relative position of dropouts has 
been getting worse..•the ea,rnings of 'male dro'pouts were considerably lower relative to 

_ earnings of male high school graduates in 19-81 than in 1971, and the 1971 ratios, in turn, 
were lower than those of the previous decade. Rumberger (1983) reinforces these findings 
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with 1979 salary and unemployment-rat~ comparisons between dropouts and high school gradu-
a.tes•. Hill a.nd Stafforq (1977) and King (1978) provide further corroboration for earlier 

· years~· including demonstrations of the lower earnings and higher unemployment rates ex-
perienced by dropouts. -- · · ' 

or course evidence that dropouts fare worse economically than high school graduates 
does:riot establi~h, by itself, __ that dropping ou.t is an independent cause of low economic .. __ 
petform:ince. It has b_ce_n argued tllafthe lq~cr economic achievement of dropouts is attri-
butahle mainly to the sal]].e backgroll~d _fai;:lors asJed !_he dropouts-~~- lea~e school--that 

. is, dr,lpping out is less a _cause of poor pcrforrnance than a "symptom" of prior disad:,-an-

. t~ges (Bachman, Green,. and Wirtanei,, 1971). However, the preponderance of the evidence 
s:e~s to support the conventional wi~dom that dropping out per se makes a differencc. 

_ij_oth the h_uman capital rate-~t-return 1iterafurc and the sociological status-attainment 
.litera~re confirm that earnings and.Other ecfonomfo outcomes depend on years of scho·oling, 
even a'tter ~optrolling for family 1:?ackgro1.1~d. ability", and other factors (see, e.g., 
Jencks, 1979) . Controlling for family background does reduce the earnings differential 
between dropouts aQci nondropou~s, but acco.fdfog to Olneck (1979), half the original earn-
ings gap remains. Moreover, as pointed out by Paflas (i984), most studies compare drop-
, outs only with high s_chool gradµ~tes who ,h~ve not gone on to college, thereby omitting the 
contribution that high school graduation ·makes. to earnings by providing the "ticket" to 
postsecondary education. 

Going beyond the disadvantages suffered ~Y the dropouts themselves; it has been shown 
that nongraduation entails social costs. According to Levin (1972), persons who fail to 
co~plete hi$h school are Iiiore likely to -reqtiire public assistance. In addition, the loss 
of taxable Output and income attendant oritJ;,.eir dropping out constitutes a drain on the 
public treasury. Elliott'a11d Voss (1974) and Ehrlich (1975), along with Levin (1972), 
hJ1ve shown that dropping ol)t is iissociated with crime and delinquency. The Carnegie 

· ·- Council {1979) ?OJes possible connections t9 4rugs, sexual activity, unemployment, and an 
array .ol other beh,aviors~ _Although these linkages· are less firmly established than those 
to earnings' and employmcnt,-they do, suggest that dropping out is more than a private 
matter. The community as well as the individual is at risk, and there is reason for the 

· community to be concerned. · 

INFLUENCES ON DROPPING OUT 

To translate concern into effective action requires knowledge of the causes or ante-
cede11ts. of dropping OlJ.t. Consic;ierable k~owledge has accumulated over the years about_ cer• 
fain influences on dropping out, but major information gaps remain. We comment here, 

. first,. on what is known about t_he effects of particular sets of variables on dropping out 
and, second, on the analytical approaches used in a few of the more important recent 
studies. . 

The factors· inost strongly and consistently linked to the incidence of dropping out 
are. indicators of family soc•ioeconomic status (SES) and other aspects of family back• 
ground. the importance of thi;$e factors i:g. determining educational attainment is 
thoroµghly established in both the sociological status attainment literature and the 
economic literatu'rc oil demartd for education. If such background factors help to determine 
ov-erall years of sch.ooling completed (e.g., Jencks, 1979) and influence the demand for 
hig~er ed~cation (e.g., Manski and Wlse, 1983), it is reasonable to believe that they in-
fluence high. school. continuation decisions as well. 

Direct evidence on the effects ~r family background on dropping out is provided in 
_ - such studies as Cpmbs ahd Cooley· (1968),. Nam~ Rhodes, and Herriott (l968), Bachman, Green, 

· an.d Wirtanen (197:1), Hill (1979), Marc. (1980}, and Rumberger (1983), all of which demon-
strate.. that the frequency of dropping out declines with rising SES. In addition, Mare 
(1980) and Ru.mb.erg~r. (1983) show that dropout rates are higher among students frrm larger 
families and broken homes. More generally, Mare (1980) shows that the influence of -SES 

. 
and family structure, while significant. at all stages of education, is more so for e~rlier 

., . 



than for later education transitions, which implies that such factors should be even more 
-important in influencing high school completion than they have been shown to be in in-
fluencing postsecondary education decisions. · . ~ . 

· · Differences in dropout rates. between the sexes and among.racial and ethnic groups are 
well docum~ntcd in the lher~ture (see, e;g., Grant and Snyder, 1983; Peng, Takai, and 
F~ttcrs, 198.3; a.nd; with sp~cial ref~,;encc to Hisp!lnics and other language __minorities_. 
SteinJ~~rg, :Slfode, and Chan, 1~84) ..P<>rtcs :and Wilson _(197_6) show that differences in ' 

· ·educational attainment between whites 'and blacks tend to wash out when SES factors are 
controllcd--~n fact, hoJding SES con~ta11t, b.lack attainment is higher than white... Along 
the same.Hile, but with specific refcrep<;e to dropping out, Rumberger (1983) has shown 
thaf interracial differences in;·dropout 'rates diminish··when-SES factors.are taken into ac-

. · c~un·t,indMyer:s an.d Elltn,a11 (198~),,U:s'ingJhe HS&B data. ~ave shown .t~at, ~olding SES con-
st~n.t, the ~ropt>u_! rate. for blacks is lower than _that for whites. In addition, there are 

. indfoatfons in both Hill (1979) a.11d Rumberger (1983) of interracial differences in sen-
_sitivity of the dropo,.i't' rat'e to SES and other explanatory factors. · 
· The effects of location a11d local economic -conditions on dropping out have received 
only ocdasic;mal a~tention. Rumberger (1983) finds a significant regional difference--a 
higher dropouf rate fo' the S.outh than elsewhere, and additional regional effects are re-
.pqrtcd in. My~rs 'tmdEilman (1983). Hill (1979) attempts to determine whether the "local 
demand for teeria'ge labor" is an inf'Iuerice .on dropping out, but his proxy for demand is un-

•satisfactory, 'a~ct the res:ul_ts are 1µco~Clusive. Ari earlier study by Lerman (1972), based 
· · on Cur~~nt Population Sur~ey (CPS) d·ata, repO,rts ·some effects of metropolitan wage rates 

a_nd unemployment rates on dropping out, but inethodol6gical problems raise questions about 
.the validity of these results. r· · 

.. . ihe effects of school factors have rarely been examined, not because their potential 
JIJ1portarice is unappr~ci~te.d)ut mainly bec:ause of the lack of suitable data. Hill (1979) 
c:lid_ in~l\lde in his llloclel 11· ."sc~ool quality" Index, constructed from data on staffing 
ratios; library resources, and teacher salaries, but no direct effect of that index on the 
dropout ~ate '!as founcl. No sJmiJar va.ria~les appear in the other models we have reviewed. 

'the cirects of certain student behaviors and choices on the dropout rate have been 
d.emonstratcd in m~ltiple stuclies. Effccts of marriage and childbearing are examined in 
Waite and Moor:e (J978), M,uini (1~78), and Howell and Frese (1982) as well as in Myers and 
Ellm:,in (l983). Caution is· indicated iµ assessing these relationships, however, because the 
qirec:ti.o'ri of causat'ion is :unclear. ·The effect of yvorking while in school is examined by 
D'Amico (lQ84), who tincls Uiat a large amount of work is associated· with a higher rate of 
dropping out, while a mo4erate amount of work either has no effect on the dropout rate or 
a9tually reduc~s 'ii A number of studies, cited earlier, relate dropping out to delin-
quency, but once again the direction of causation is in question .. 

,.Of the aforementioned stud,ies, those most lelevant in shaping ours. were Hill (1979), . 
Runlberg~r (1983), and My~rs and Ellman (1983) . All three use microdata bases (observa-
_dorts of individual students) and empl'oy !]lUltivarfate estimation techniques to relate stu-
c:ieµt characteristics and otler fas_to_rs ·to t~e probability of dropping out. Several ear-
_Ucr s·tudies also offer, dropou~-rate moQels, but they either rely on aggregative data (Ed-
•war<is, 1975) or apply ordinary least squares (OLS) regression methods to discrete-choice 
indicators of droppfog out (Masters, 1969; Lerman, 1972), which is not a satisfactory 
statistical technique. 

The study by Hill (1979) is based on 1966-68 data from the National Longitudinal Sur-
vey of Young ·Men (Parnes data). Its significance to this study arises mainly from the 
range of variables it inclµdes. Among .these, as already noted, arc an indc~ of local 

• , labor market conditions. a,nd an indc:x o.f school quality. It also· features an ability indi-
. cator, an in(licator or retarded progress through school, and an index of student "know-
.. _ ledge of the labor market.". Also relevant. to the present study is Hill's attemp_t to com· 

pare patterns of dropping out l:1etwecn race/ethnic groups, which, however~ distinguishes 
only between whites and nonwhites and is restricted to males because of the limitations of 
his data base.· ·-.. 
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. Rumberger's 1983 study is bas.ed on the.National Longitudinal Study of Youth Labo~ 
Market Experience which provides 1979 data for a sample of youth aged 14 to 21. Hi~ pro• 
bit ~odel relates the dtqpout rate to a.n afr,-ay of SES_ and other family ba~kground vari• 
~bles plus locational factors, an ability proxy, and marriage and childbearing variables. 
The analysis ls disaggregated by sex a:11d race/ethnicity (white, black, Hispanic}, allowing. ~ 
Rumberger Jo de'moilstrate (a)' that. dif'f erenc,s in 'dropout rates ·ror different race/ethnic 

'groups are substa~tially reduced when $ES. and other· family background factors are held 
constant, and (b) that the sensitivity of the dropout rate to SES factors varies by race/ 
ethnicity! These a:r:e relatforiships that we also examine in this study, using a different 
·data· b~se a"rid ~ different estimation method. 

Fina'Ily, t~e Mytrs and EUrnan (1983) study offers a preliminary exploration of influ-
. enccs on dropping out, 1:>ased 011 'tl:1¢ saµie HS,&B data as used in this study but with a more 

·limited set of variables. These pte\rious investigations plus, to a lesser extent, others 
. mentioned above, influenced the selecHon of variables a-nd the model specifications re-
flected· in .this report. 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT 

We have organized this report around substantive findings regarding influences· on the 
dropoµt rate. Accordingly, the Iriain body of theitext, following a chapter on the data and 
methodology, consisis ot a'Sedes of ch;,.pters 4eaUng with particular sets of variables. 
Each such chapter prescmts ~oth (;t) de.scriptive statisti~s, on the dropout rates associated 

. with different v~lues of the \fariables in question and (b) estimates from multivariate 
models of' net eftects of the variables on the,- probability of dropping out. 

' Chapter II describes the data base ~n,d methodology. It summarizes the characteris-
tics of the' HS&B base-year and first folfow-µp ~ata files, the HS&B transcripts data, and 
special·files d( geogr?phically coded,Jconomic d~ta that \ve added to the HS&B data set. 
'It c:xplains h'ow we defined "dropout" ·ror the purposes of the descriptive and multivariate 
._analyses and it repe>rts major ch'a#cter~~tfos of'ihe'samples of students on which our re-
sµlts arc b~sed. -ltfhc:n outlines our statisti~al niethoct's, with special emphasis on the 
event-history nietho,dolQgy use,ct' in the multivariate analysis. 

Chapter III d~~ls with overalldropout rates and variations by race/ethnicity and 
sex~ In it, :we show bow :estimates of over-all rates depend on the definition of "dropout," 
and we 'explain th~ effe~ts. on t~ose ~sti~ates ofliniitations of the HS&B data set (of 
whjch the ·~ost importa~t is the Jack of information cm students who drop out before the 
,latter half. of ·t~e sophoinOrt; year). We picsent interrace/ethnicity and intersex compari-

.· s~ms of both gross, or unadjusted, dropout rates and estimated net rates with personal 
characteristics co11tr0Iied. _Finally, we examine differences between the HS&B dropout 

: rates and those obt~iJ1,ed from other recent studies. . 
· Chapters IV through Vlt all deal with particular sets of influences on the dropout 

rate. C:hapter IV cpv~rs socioeconom~c and other family background factors; Chapter V 
deals with locationaland economic factors; Chapter Vi examines school factors and educa-
tional c,c,periences; and Chapter VII considers certain student behaviors and choices. Each 

· such .;:hapter, as altea,dy ·noted, prescnh l>bth tbe descriptive statistics and the results 
..· . from multivari~.tc models pertinent to the variables i11 question.. Each presents separate · 

results for the six race/ethnicity~scx groups def~ned by classifying students as male or 
fema,le and as white,black, or Hist,ani~· as well as results for all groups combined, and 
each offers observations on intergroup diffe·rcnccs in patterns of dropping' out. 

A 
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Footnotes: 

1. Wit.ether there is a high school graduation effect on earnings and other economic out• 
.. comes over a11d above the effect of completing the 12th year of schooling (i.e., a 

"credential effect" of the liigh school diploma) is a·separate and more difficult ' 
issue to resolve. · 

2. An even more closely related study, based on the HS&B. data base, is Pallas (1984), " 
but that analysis did'not become available to us until after our own empirical work 
had been completed. ·-· - - ~-
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Ii DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

T~ set the stage for _the subsequ~nt arialysis of influe~~es on dropping out, we ~is: 
cuss i~ tliis chapter the data and _rriethodol_ogy on wJiich our findings are based. Spec1f1~ , 
caUy, we qescribe the Iiigh School and Beyond data base and the other ~ata bases u_se~ in 

·. the study, explain how we define "drop·out" and "dropping out,"· and outline the statistical 
methods used to analyze influences on dropping out. \ 

THE DATA BASE . 

The main data sources for this study are the baseline and first follow-up High School 
~nd Beyond (H~&B) surv~ys of high scJ}ool students who were sophomores in 1980. Relevant 
data items have been extracted. from both the individual student questionnaire and the 
school questionnaire of each round of the su,rvey~ Ip. addition, we have supplemented the 

· basii HS&B data with information from two. other sources. One is the High School and 
Beyond Transcdpts Fite~ wh.ich provides d~t~· extracted frbm the high school transcripts of 
a subset of students in the JiS&B sample. The other is a specially constructed set of eco-
nomic data, derived from files prepared by the.Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the 
U.S. I)epartment of Commerce Buteau of );:conoxni~ Analysis (BEA), pertaining to the counties, 
metropolitan areas; and states in which HS&B sample students attended high school. The 
key characteristics of each data base are summarized below. 

High· School and Beyond Survey Data and Sampl~s
• 

The.HS&B baseline and first follow-up surveys were conducted in the spring of 1980 
and spring of 1982, rcspccJively.. In each round of the survey, data were collected on two 
cohorts: members of the .high school sophomore and senior classes of 1980. This study 
makes use of the data on the sophomore cohort. That is, it depends on data obtained from 
a ·sample of high school sophomores in 1980 _and on additional data obtained from the same 
students two years later, when they wou1d normally have been completing their senior 
years. 

Survey Content and Methods. The HS&B survey data pertaining to individual students 
were obtained mainly from student-cOn;ipleted questionnaires--which is to say, they are 
self-repotted data. lri addition, the data include students' scores on a special battery 
of aptitu4e and achieve.ment tests. 'Apa,::t from ·tnc test scores, the major data categories 
include personal and family background, educ·atidrial ~xperiences and accomplishments, be-
.h_avior .in the school settin.g, certiin aspects of befiavior outside tlte school, educational 
· expectations an_d aspirations, and personal attitude.s and opinions. Some items appear in 
both the base-ye.at' and follo',\l•UP surve'ys, allowing for co11sistency checking and examina-

. tion of chang·es over time. In the fol.low-up round, however, different questionnaires were 
· administered to ·students still enrolled in tg.eir original schools and to students no 
longer so enrolled, inclµdirig dropouts. This sometimes prevents us from comparing re-

- sponses of dropouts arid nondropout~to the same questions. All questions, the question-
paires themselves, and descriptic>ns of the test batteries are presented in the National 
Opinion Research.Center Data File User's Manual on the 1980 sophomore cohort (Jones et 
al., 1983}. 

The working data set•assembl~d for this study consists of selected items drawn pri-
marily from the following categori'es: personal and family background characteristics 
(e.g., race/ethnicity, sex,· age, religion, family composition, parents, education and oc-
cupation), school experiences and accomplishments (e.g., program in which enrolled, test 
scores, grades, whether held b'1ck}~ and student behaviors, and choices (e.g., working while 
in school, getting married or .having a child, and having disciplinary problems or trouble 
with· the law). The selection of items was based partly on findings from earlicJ; studies, . . 
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partly o·n theoretical argumen-ts, aL partly on interests of policymakers in the rel_ation-
. ships of particular variables to _rates of dropp_ing out. · · 

· Data from the individual student questionnaires have been supplemented by data from 
l:IS&B schqol questionnaires, completed by building principals or their designees.- The 

. school-level data incorporated into our working_ data set included items-on school size,' 
. resources (e.g., teacher/pupil ratio), program offerings, and composition of the student 

body. 
The HS&B Sample. Several characteristics of thi:: HS&B sample had a direct, bearing oft 

· the design of this study. A~ong the key factors, o.[_cou!_se,_ar~_the ~!~~- and composition 
• of the sample. In addition, certain aspects of the $ampling plan are relevant, especially 

in interpreting the results.. Only afew aspec:ts ·or HS~B sampling are touched on here. A 
complete summary appears in Jones 1et al.-(1983), and a detailed discussion of the sampling 

· plan 1s provided in Frankel et al. (1981 ). . . 
· . The HS&B sampling plan is based on a two-stage design, in which a sample of high 
sc·hools is dr;:iwn atthe first'stage and samples of .students within each sample school are 
drawn_ at the second Stage. Schools weie selected according to a stratified proportional 
sa.mpllng procedure,. allowing for differential sampling rates to ensure coverage of spe-
chif-interest categories of scli9ols. · Random saJD.ples of 36 sophomores and 36 seniors (or 
as many as available, if fewer _th~n ~6)werc then (frawn frcm each school. The resulting 
baseline sophomore-cohort sample consisted of30,0~0 students attending 1,015 high 
5-chools. In _the 1982 follow.;liP, round, all mcmb(trs of the 1980 sophomore cohort found to 
be still enrolled in: their ba$e-year high schools were selected with certainty for inclu-
siQn in the follow-up sample. Coht>rt members no longer attending their original schools, 
jn'cluding_ early graduates and students transferring to other schools as well as dropouts, 
\Vere subsa,inpled afvarying rates (Jones et al., 1983). 

· Inforiµatiori Q_n the stze of the "realized" sample (the number of students from whom 
data "'e.rc actually obtained, ~s oppqsed to the number drawn) is provided in Table 2.1. 
This table s_hows th~ number of 1,980 sophomores from whom data were obtained in each round 

· of the ·HS&B survey and the number from whom data were obtained in both rounds. In addi-
tiQn, i(show·s the numbers .or sfo~ents within each category who were classified as drop-

. oµts ror· the purpose of administering the f ollqw-up survey. The descriptive analyses in 
·this report pertain to the 25,87S students from whom data were collected in both the base-
Hne and folfow-u_p .rou~ds-·~a group referred to as the "panel sample" to indicate that fin-
dings are based o·n two sets or observa.tions of the same panel of students. Moreover, for 
the purposes of this report, we are concerned pdmarily wi+h public school students in the 
pa.nel sample, of whom there are 22,551. 
. . 'tlie nu:m,.bers 9f students and dropouts shown in Table 2.1 are unweighted, which means 
that they are not usable directly for compµting dropout rates. Appropriate weighting fac-

. tots :rµ.ust be applieci to adjµst for t.Jie diffetent sampling rates and response rates charac-
. tedstic of different types of high schc;>ols ,arid students. Each of the 25,875 students in 
the panel sample .rFi>resents, on average, 146 high school sophomores in the nation; how-
ever, the weights applicable to p~udcular sample students range from a minimum of 1.62 to 
a maximum of ~,163 (Jones,.et al., 1983). All dropoµt rates presented in this report are 
wcight~d estimat.es_. For example, although' the overall dropout rate for the panel sample 
would appear, from the fast line ~n Table 2.1, to be 8.3 percent (2,148/25,875), the cor-
rect dtC>pout~rat~ c'~timate, taking sample case weights into account, is 14.4 percent. 

· The s.izc of the pan.el sample may :seem ample for analytical purposes until one con- · 
. siders the degree of disaggregation r~quir_ed fo respond to ques.tions about patterns of 
dropping 0,\.!t. In comparing dropoµ't rates among categories of students, it is the size of 
the subsamples rather than the size ~r the t<>tal sample that counts. To illustrate, Table 
2.2 shows that some ()f the subsamp{es created by classifying students by race/ethnicity 
and, sex arc relatively small. Moreover, when one undertakes an analysis that requires 
cross-classifica"tion of students by multiple attributes--e.g., an analysis of the degree 
to which dropout rates vary within particular race/et,hnic and sex categories according to, 
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say, (ether's edu~ational level-some ~r tp~ subcategories involved i~ the _compariso~ l; 

becoIY.e very ~mall. To ill,ustrate, only 124 bla_ck females and 158 H1span1c females- in the 
pand sainplc have Ja_the·rs whose educaJiona.1. attainm~nt is "college graduate -or above." 

-· which µtakes it impossible to carr-y' out a cross~tabular analysis by both race/ethnicity and 
sex and father's cdu.cational level without encountering unacceptably high standard errors 
of the estimated dropout rates. · · 

·-· -- --~---. 
Table 2.1 

NUMBERS OF 1980 SOPHOMORES IN THE HS&B SAMPLES 
. AND NUMBERS CLASSIFIED AS DROPOUTS 

-------------~------------------------------------------Number of Number 
Round(s).in Which students from Whom Classified as 

Data Obtained Data Obtained Dropouts 

Baseline 27,118 2,421 
Follow-a-p 28,119 2,289 
Both baseline 

and follow-up 25,875 i 2,148 

Table 2.2 

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN PANEL 
SAMPLE, .• BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNICITY 

Number of 
Category Students 
of Students in Sample 
------~---------------------~-White females 7,669 
White males 7,313 
Black females 1,609 
Black males 1,339 
Hispanic females 1,922 
Hispanic males 2,093 
--~----------------~----------

Timing of the S~1rveys. The timing of the baseline and follow-up surveys is of criti-
cal iniportatu:e to this study. B_ecau~e questionnaires were administered to members of the 
198-0 sophomore ~ohort' dudng the spriri$ of their sophomore year (specifically between Feb-_ 
ruary and ~y), HS&B ,i~lds n.o information, on stud~nts who would have been in the sopho-

. more cfass·of 1980 had th~y not dropped out J;)rior ~o that time. It appears that the num-
_ber of' such e;,Lrly dropo,uts may be substantial (see the 'discussion of of dropout-rate data 
(!Om other sources in Chapter 111). Hence, _our inability to cover these early dropouts is 
one of the most serious limitations or this study. . 

-. In addition, because the follow-up survey was conducted in the spring {February 
·through June) of 1~82, it missed some dropping out that took place during the latter part 
or the 1981.:.s2 _school year. This is a less serious problem t~an the omission of early 
dropouts because {a) the number of students who drop out late in their senior year is 
small, (b) some information on late dropouts is available from the HS&B transcripts file, 
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wpich is described below, and (c) it will eventually be possible to use data from the . 
second HS&B follow-up survey (conducted in spring 1984), to bring the late dropouts into 
the analysis. . . 

The HS&B Transcripts File 
High school transcripts were collected during the fall of 1982 for a stratified sub-

sample of the original 1.980 sample of sophomores. · Transcript data were obtained for 
- 15,941 members of the panel sample, of whoill 12,695 were public school students. Dropouts, 
howe.ver, were among a number of "policy. relevant subgroups" included in the transcript 

· · saI11ple .with ,;~rtainty, so transcripts are available for a large percentage (1,855 out of 
2,148 dropouts in the panel sample, or 86 percent). , 

The transcripts file contains information on students' educational experiences that.. 
is nol available' from the HS&B. stuclent questionnaires ... The available items include each 
student's apsenteeisin ~Iid suspeµ.,sfon record, partici6adon in certain specialized pro- . 

· gt~1"S, varipus test scores (:uriforhinate1y mostly for ~ollege-bound students), grade-pomt 
average and rank in cla~s, an:d detaiJed d~t~ cfo courses taken and credits and grades 

. eatned. Of greatest rel'evance to "the dropout analysis, however, are certain items useful 
for confirming d~opout status, establishing the timing of ·dropping out, identifying stu-
dents who droppid out after the date of the follow-up surivey, and implementing alternative 
dropout definiti~n_s. These foc,lude the mont·h and date that each student left school and 
.·the "official" reason forJeaving (e.g., gr~duated, transferred, dropped out). In addi-

. tion; one earl niake inferences about when students left school from transcript information 
on when they enrolled in and completed specific cburses (see the section on "Definitions 
of Dropouts," below). 

Geographically Coded Economic Data 

. One important limitation of the HS&Bdata set for the purpose of a dropout study is 
that it contains no information :on· ecQnomic factors, such as unemployment and wage rates, 
'tllat :might influence studeMs' deci~i_oris to drop oU:t. To fill this gap, we created a spe-
cial file of ·geographically coded econoµiic data and merged it with the HS&B data base 
(Kolstad, 1984). this special, file includes d~ta on per capita personal income, obtained 
trom the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), U.S. Depar_tment of Commerce, and data on unem-
ployment rate's~ ll!,an:µfactµring wage rates, and rates of employment growth, obtained from 
the U.S. Buteau of Labor Statisdcs. AH'ih~si :variables a:re disaggregated by state, 

. coµnty, 'a,nd standard m.~tropolifan $tati.stical .area (SMSA). Using HS&B information on the 
tocati9ns of tiie high sciioc;,ls 't.hat stµciepts a.ti'ended in 1980, we were able to merge these 
data with the JIS&B survey files. TJ:nis, we have been a.ble to associate with. each student 
information on the aforementioned four economic variables for the· county, SMSA, and state. 
in which 'that student attended school. 

DEFINmONS OF DROPOUTS 

All .the analyses carried out in this study hinge on a distinction between dropouts 
a.nd nop.dropotits, but deciding. whoJs adropout is less straightforward than it may seem. 
There is, first, a conceptµal distincti.on between dropping out as an event and being a 
dropout' as a chara..cteristic of ari individualat a particular time. These concepts cor-
respond, respectively, to what inay ~e termed gross and n~t definitions of "dropout." Ac-
cording to the gross, or dr0ppi'n:g-out-as;.a~-event, definition, any student who committed 
,h.e act of dropping_ out--i.e., left school without graduating and stayed away for at least 
some spe~ified minimum time--is counted as a dropout, regardless of whether he or she 
later returned to school or completed a high school equivalency program. The dropout 
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'. 
rate, according to this definition, is the percentage of students who temporarily or per-
manently stopped t.heir schooling before graduation. In contrast, according to the net 
dropout; or_ droppfrtg-out-as-a.;'condition, definition, _an individual is a dropout i1..1. · 
particular time if he or she is· not then.enrolled in school and has not yet graduated or 
~ompleied a .~igh.~c~ool equivalency program. Bythis definition, being a dropout is a 
state or condition but not an irreversible. attribute. One may be a dropout now. but cease 

··.. b~ing .a drop<>ut ,omorrow by returning fo ~chool or cotnpleting an equivalency program. The 
·tatter definition allows no final answer to the qu¢stion of how many students dropped out 
.of di,e ~Qphomore coh.ort 9f 1980. Tije answer is time dependent. The rate could have been, 
· say, 20 per~¢nt as or the cohort's ntmr1.al gradu.ation date but could then have fallen to 
only, say, 15 percent two years later, as some of the initial nongraduates returned to or 
completed school. . . 

J3oth definitions are encountered in discussions of the public high school dropout 
problem-, 0~ ol)e hat)~. rece~~ ~.½~iii s~at~me?ts th!t the national d~OP?Ut rate is around 

. 27 percent reflect a gross defuiltion . '.This figure is based on the finding that only 73 
perceJ1t' of tJ!e studeiltJ who begin high s'chool i.n a given year graduate four years later, 
·and consequ~ntly i't neg{e~ts tJte studen~s who. graduate late or earn GEDs. On the other 
ijand, the CenSU$ '39rcau's est,itn~te tlfaf~only 12;3 percent oT.14 to 34 year-olds were 
4rop~uts in J.98~ (cited in Grant .~nd S_Iiyder, 1986) clearly reflects the net dropout 
definition. That is, only 12.3 percent of those surveyed reported neither having 
graduated nor l)eing enrolted IP ·sc~ool atthe timtf of the survey. Naturally, using a 

:~. gr9ss ,;ather than. anet definition 'yields substantially higher dropO?lt-rate figures. 
. · The HS&B d'a.ta leQ.d themselves ·~ost readily to implementation of a particular variant 
of the !}et,; or dtop~ing:-6ut~as~a-conditfon, definition. Specifically, Jones et al., in 

. cla~sifying·respondents for purl)oses of follow-up survey administration, have identified 
as dropouts individuals who fit the following specification: 

A dropout is a person who was a high school sopho-
. ~,c>,re iri spring 1980 but who was neither enrolled in 
high school nor a high school graduate or the... 
equivalent at the time of the follow-up survey in 
.spring 1982. 

This definition, which we term the HS&B "student classifier" definition, is the one we 
have applied to members of the panel sample and adhered to through most of the descriptive 
statistical work. 

. . We ~9nsidereci mqdifying_ the f oregolng defi~ition by eliminating from the dropout 
cat~gor_y (l1ose st,u4,cnts who claimed to h1t.ve ·completed high school equivalency programs or 
GED,s by the time of the first follow-up survey. The students in question are those who 
responded to the follow-up questionnaire item, 

Do you plan to go back to school eventually to get 
a diplo~a or to take a high school equivalency test 
or GED? (Question 16, Dropout Questionnaire), 

by selecting the answer, "No, already have GED or equivalent." Taking such responses at 
face value would ·11ave reduc~d .the estimated dropout count by about 10 percent. We are 
sk~ptical of the' validity of t~cse r~spon.ses. To have completed aGED by spring 1982 is 
to have dolli.e so in less time than would have b.een required to graduate from regular high 
school. In addition, the GED. ~ay not be equivalent to a high school diploma. Accord-
ingly, we chose not to .work "1ith the modified definition. Nevertheless, some of the 
responses m~r ~e valid, and to that ext~nt the student classifier ~efinition overstates 
the nel attntloft rate between the baseline and follow-up surveys . 

.... .. :•' 
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As an experiment with a gross dropout definition, we attempted to identify and add to 

the drop()Ut category stu.,dents wpo appeared to have left school tempo~arily and then re-
turned. To identify such students, we relied on the following HS&B first follow-up survey 
item (Question 17, First Follow-up Questionnaire): · · 

What is the longest time you ever stayed away from 
school when you weren't ill--(not counting school 
holidays or vacations) ; 

., 

Less than one week 
. l or 2 weeks 

3 weeks 
4 weeks to 8 weeks 
Entire quarter or semester 
School year ·or longer 

Students who. selected either of the last two responses were classified as temporary drop-
quts ("stopouts"), · arid the numl:>~r of such students was added to the number of net dropouts 
to produce a grpss dropout estiniate. HQwever, siJice this procedure increased the number 
of iqentified droptruts, only ·slightly (by about OJ) percentage points), we concluded that 

.. there wqs toQ little difference bet-ween _the gross and net concepts, insofar as we could 
implement .them, to justify a separale ·analysis based on the gross definition. 

For the multivar~ate event-lijstqry analysis, th~ dropping-out-as-an event is the 
· natural and appropriate dropout c&ncept. ·. (The event-history method, as explained below, 
deais with tra:nsitions between one state and another--as, e.g., between enrolled student :and drop'out;) Moreover, the event-:hisfory'·method requires data on the time at which each 
stud,ent left school. To generate 'scpool leaving and timing data corresponding to the 
desir_ed definition, we focused on t~e sub~et of the panel sample for which transcript data 
were available (the ·"transcript sample"). Using both HS&B questionnaire items and tran-
script items, we identified as dropouts students who fit any of the fallowing specifica-
tions: 

a. students.identified as dropouts according to the HS&B student -
classifier definition given above; 

b. students identified as late dropouts on the basis of transcript 
· :Information showing departure from school prior to graduation 

but after the first fallow-up survey; 

c. students whose transcripts indicated gaps in enrollment of one 
semester or more; and · 

d. certain students classified as transfers for the purpose of .HS&B 
survey administration but whose transcripts indicated a gap in 
enrollment of one semester or more. 

Note that the students in categories (c) and (d) are "stopouts," or temporary dropouts, 
and that, in addition, category (ar i1:tcl:udes additional stopouts who may have completed 
high school equivaleQCY -programs. Thus, the definition reflects a gross dropout concept. 
Note.al~o that the -~nclusfon ~f category'(b_) extends_ the time span of the analysis from 
the period of the fust follow-up survey (February-June 1982) to the time of collection of 
tra~script data (September 1982). Including the late dropouts increases the dropout count 
by about 9 percent. The other adjustments enumerated above (items c and d) have very 
minor effects. , .. _ _ 
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STATISTICAL METHODS 

As noted in the Introduction, two fundamentally different ·types of questions are 
asked_ ~},)but h1fluences on dropping out, and two ~ifferent types of statistical analy~is 
are required to answer them. The more straightfQrward and frequently asked questions. 
which. call for descriptive stalistical" answers, concern differences in dropout rates among 
categories of students or between students with and without particular attributes/ Ex-
amples of such questions arc 

o What are 1:hc differences in dropout rates among whites, blacks, and Hi~panics? 

o How do dropout rates differ between students whose mothers do and do not 
work outside the home? and 

o How does the dropout rate vary as a function of family socioeconomic status? 

· The less-frequently voiced, but more. penetrating questions concern the net, or incre-
lllental, effe~ts of sp.ecified.variables o.n drop<>ut rates, taking into account other factors 
also a~sociatcd with the ilke(ihood of dropping out. Such questions take the general 
form, "other thin.gs being equal,> or hoJding other things constant, what is the effect of 

, variable X o_n the .dropout rate.?" For example, hol9ing constant such factors as family 
· .., socioeconomic'stafus and chara6terisdcs of the educational environment, how is the drop-

~, 91,1t rate affe9ted by whether a stu,dent is white, black, or Hispanic or whether the stu- · 
: dent's mot.her works out~ide tbe hom_e? 't~e essendal difference between the two kinds of 

inq1:1iri_es is that the former ca.ll for &ross comparisons, unadjusted for other factors, 
whiJe the latt~r reqµfrc ~et comparisons;: in which the effects _of factors other than the 
factofin q)1e'stionjt.r¢ "controlled for," or taken into account. Whereas the gross compar-

··· _isons can be handled y.rith Straighforward descriptive statistics, the net comparisons re-
quire inferences based on multivariate statistical models of the determinants of dropping 
o'ut. Because answers to bO.th types of questions are of interest to policymakers and the 
public, we present both types of findings in this report. 

Descriptive Statistics 

The prinqipal descriptive statistical method used in this report is cross-tabulation 
analysis, and the principal ni¢dipm f9r presenting the results is the comparative dropout 
r,te table, which shows thci, r_~tes at whjch students in specified categories, or with spec-
ified characteristics, leave sc.hoe>l. · In: ~ach · s~ch comparison, we categorize stud en ts ac-
cording .to a particular tactor~ such as the type of high school program in which they are 

._enrolled. or the type of are, (urban, suburban, or rural) in which they attend school. In 
adcUtion, bec;luse of the larg(; variations in dropout patterns between the sexes and among 
ethnic groups and the high degree of policy interest in these differences, we generally 
cross-classify students by both sex and race/ethnicity. Thus, for example, the table 

,· · showing the r_elatfon:ship between "urbanicity" and dropping out is a matrix showing the 
dropout rates for white ma_les, white fem.ales, black males, black females, and so forth in 
urban, sub4rban, and rural le>catio.ns. Nothing niore is required to produce these descrip-
tive tables than standard cross-tabulation methods. Specifically, we have used the SAS 
crosstab procedures. However, two technical points are worth noting about the resulting· 
crosstab tables. 

First, because of the stratified HS&B sampling design and the unequal response rates 
by different types of schoo.ls and students, unweighted dropout rates are not meaningful. 
Appropriate weights niust be used in all the calculations. In most cases, these are the 
panel weights,. eorresponding to the panel sample, as defined above. The basic properties 
of these weights arc summarized in Jones et al. (1983). , 
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. , Second~ because of the small size of some subgroup ·samples, certain dropout rates 
• 1 have large standard errors. We have decided, as a general rule, not to present any rates 

for which the standard error is one-half as large or larger t.han the estimated dropout 
rate. Those cells of the cross-tabulation matrices for which standard errors exceed this 
limit are labeled accordingly, and the corresponding inability to make certain comparisons 
is noted in our findings. 

Apart from the sample-size problem, which affects relatively few of the calculations, 
it is h:riportant to·-keep in mind the niore fundamental limitation of these, or any, descrip-
tive cross-fapuiation analyses--namely, d1.at they ca·n deal only with one or two variables 
at a dme and cannot control for the many .other factors that also influence rates of drop- , 
ping out. We can show, for insta~ce, how dropout rates vary between students with more 
educated and less educated patents and between central cities and suburbs, but we cannot 
as.~erfain h,ow niuch o(the apparent central city-sut>urban difference is due to the differ-
ence in parents' education between·' suburbs a~d cities rather than to the city-suburban 
difference per se~. Thus, there is always the danger of drawing from the descriptive anal-
yses incorrect conclusions about which factor is "really" responsible for observed differ-
ences in dropout rates among groups. 

Multivariate Statistics; The Event-History Model 

To address the more difficult problem of net, or incremental, influences, we have 
condupted a ml,lltivariate an.!llysis, using th,e event-history methodology, of the deter-
minants of dropping out. The purpose of the multivariate analysis, as already explained, 

. is to'provide the means or 9onu:0Bihg for _other factors (and interactions among factors) 
.while a11alyzing the n:iarginal infiuerice of each .i11dividual variable on the dropout rate. 
The choice of the eVent-history method as the particular approach to the multivariate 
analysis- reflects three characteristfcs of the dropping 'out phenomenon and the HS&B data 
base, all of which point to the event-history method as an appropriate analytical tool: 
· First, dropping out is a discrete ·eve·nt. That is, the variable to be explained, 

Vlhether a· student did or d_id not drop out (or is or is not a dropout) is dichotomous. 
this. im~lies tl!.at a discrete.-clioic'e ~oeel is r7quired, as ~pposed t~ \ model suitable for 
cont1n1,1ous dependent vanaples, such as multiple regression analysis . · 

.Secot:1d, the HS8cB survey data are "censored" as of the date of the follow-up survey 
(or as of {he date of tra.nscfipt data collection, in the case of the transcript sample). 
'that is, ·we are un~ble to observe students after that date to determine whether either (a) 
stude~ts who ,had not yet drqpped _o:Ut.dld c:trop out sub·sequently, or (b) students classified 
as dropouts as of the surveydate subsequently returned _and thus ceased to qualify as 
dropouts_ urider the n:et dropout definHion. The. event:-history model is specifically de-
sfgried for use with ~epsored 4ata and avoids the problems of estimation bias encountered 
iti applying other di~crete-choice models, such as logit, to such data. 

. Third, the HS~B data .base provides information on the timjng of dropping out, which 
· can be exploited in· the event-history framework but not with such standard discrete-choice 
models as logit or probit. 

The event-history method is presented in full detail in Tuma and Hannan (1984), and a 
1,ess technical introduction is provided in Kolstad (I 982). The key points are that the 
method (a) makes use _or data on the· time at which each student left school as well as on 
tlle occurrence or nonoccurrence of dropping out, (b) expresses the instantaneous ~ of 
dropping out at each point in time·as a log-linear multivariate function of various fac-
tors, and (c) provides maxirq.um-likelihood estimates of the relationship between the rate 
of dropping ou·t and the explanatory variables.. The estimated effects of different factors 
on the- instantaneous rate of dropping out can be transformed into estimates of effects on 
the probability of dropping out, and it is in the latter form that we report findings in 
this paper. · 
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More specifically, the event-history equations representing the effects of multiple 
factors on the rate of dropping out take the form, 

. (a1x1 + a2x2 +.... + anxn),r(x l. X2,···~ XD) • e . . 
where r is the time rate of dropping out (i.e., fraction of remaining enrollees dropping 
out per month), the x's arc lnfluences on dropping out, 11nd the a's are the parameter 

- values to be cstimatcd<t. In this model, the cumulative probability, P, of dropping out as 
of time tis given by · 

. - -e (a1x1 + a2x2 +,.. + anxn>t. 
P • 1 - e rt • 1 • e · 

It follows that the effect of a unit change in a particular independent variable, 
other things being equal, is to muUiply the cumulative probabiHty of dropping out by the 
factor ca, or aritllog(a), where a is the parameter value associated with the variable in 
q~e~do~: )'lie a~tilog~J)f_a1, a2, ~tc, are ~~e r~I~tive, or pr?portionate, chan~es in 
probab1ht1~s of dro·pp1p.g oµt a~socuited w1.th u,,;itt, chang,es m the corresponding explana-
tory variables. For example, ifthe paratneter estimate associated with having a college-
ecluc~tcd_ 5!lhcr (a_iero:onc :du~m~ v~riablc) \ter~·-.223;the antilog of that estimate would 

i· be 0.8 (e · , • 0.8), wh.1ch would s1gt11fy th.at hav1ng a college-educated father reduces 
.~ the proba~Ufty of dropping out by i multiplicadve factor of 0.8, or by 20 percent. To 
. · facilitate interpretation of the influences of various factors on dropping out, it is 

these antilogs, or ef~cts on the relative dropout rates, that we report in the following 
. ~ubstantivc chapters . . ·· . . · 
· . The process of carrying out the event-history analysis consisted of four steps: 

. · 'First, we i::onstruct.ed the dcpc:nde,;it variables required by the event-history model--
P.a.mcfy, ·varia'bles fodicatfog whether and 'when each individual made the transition from en-
rolled student to dropout. This e11taHcd applying the previously described dropout 
definition and resolvlng any confllcts viiithin and between the survey and questionnaire 
data bases regarding either the fact or Jhe timing of dropping out. 

·secol'.ld; we ap.plied a. procedufe to impute values of missing variables. Without this 
. step, the sa.mple siz'e would ·have been r¢duced sllarply and a great' deal of information 
· would havC been fost. (As exa'niples of spnte o( the w·orsf cases, family-income data were 

missing from 9~1 ·percentof our obs.ervatio.ns: fat'qer's education data from 10.6 percent, 
.· and. teacher-pupil ratios (rom: 8.7 perc:ent.). The "procedure we chose is that of Wise and 
_McLaughlin (1980). It uses regression equ~ticms 'to predict missing values of missing 
yariables a~~lhcri attaches a ran,~oµi ·compone,it to the imputed values. in such a way that 
the correlation strµcture a:nd variifnces arc. preserved .. It also generates dummy variables 
("imput~ti•:>n ffags"), wliic~ can be used in the :multivariate estimation process to deter-
mine whether behavior differs between subjects for whom variables have and have not been 
imputed. 

Third, we undertook exploratory dat.a analysis, using quick and inexpensive multiple 
regression esHmation instead of the more demanding event-history procedure, to screen 
potential eX:planat_ory. Vll~Jables arid search for Jmportant interaction effects. 

Fourth .and finally~ we ca.rried out .the event-history estimations, using the computer 
program known as .RATE, developed by Nancy Tuma and her associates at Stanford. The model 
estimated by RATE assumed a constant hazard function, or relatively stable patterns of 

· dropping out during the time pc=riod. Separate estimates were obtained for six race/ 
ethnicity-sex group,s (white, black and Hispanic males and females) and for all groups 
combined. Four equations were estimateci for each such group: one containing personal and 
family backgro-und ch:iiracferistics only; a s~cond adding locational and economic factors; a 
third adding school factors; and the fourth· adding certain behavioral and choice vari-
ables. Selected findings are P.resented in Chapters III through VII. 
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Footnotes: 
• .I 

l. The 27-percent figure appears, among other places, in the U.S. Department of 
Education's highly publicized wall chart, "State Education Statistics" (1985). 

2. It is reasonable to expect that more school leavers will return to school or complete 
high sctiool equiva_lency programs over time, and this is confirmed by preliminary evi-
denc.e from the HSB second follow-up survey. According to Kolstad and Owings (1986), 
38 'percei,.t of those classified as dropouts' in the first follow-up had graduated or 
completed GEDs two years later. Unfortunately, data from the second follow-up were 

•not available in time for our analysis. 
\ 

3. We did, however, use multiple regression methods for initial screening of explanatory 
variables, ey~n though the ~ssumptions of multiple regression analysis are violated 
when the dep·endent. variable is dichotomous. 

4. This is the simplest form of the event-history model, in which the rate of dropping 
Qut is assumed to .be time-invariant. More generally, a multiplicative time-dependent 
te'rm, f(t) t;an be, appendecl to the'rig~t-harid side of the equation. We have used only 
the simple, tiµie-invariant form in this analysis. Finally, all models were 

_restricted to times fo1lowing the sophomore year (base-year) data collection. 

5. N;ote ~hat the corresponding test of statistical significance of a factor's effect on 
J~e p~obability of dropping out is whether 1the antilog of the parameter estimate is 

· sign'ificantly different from 1.0. This is not equivalent to the usual test of 
whether the parameter estimate itself is significantly· different from zero. 



III. OVERALL DROPOUT RATES AND RACE/ETHNICITY-SEX DIFFERENCES 

- Overall. or average, dropout rates are .the principal benchmarks for our analysis of 
_influen_ces op dropping ou.t.. .i:<>t example~. we will consider in subsequent chapters how 
dropout rates for students, With particuiar 'ra:lllily backgrounds or educational histories 
differ froIIl 'average dropout rates. for a.ll students~ . Bef()re undertaking such comparisons, 
it is important to look. closely at the bench'mt!rk J,'ales, 'as revealed by the HS&B data. 

It cio,es not suffice to Jake-only a sfngle figure, the a·verage dropout rate ,for all 
types of students ·combined, as.the standar~· of comparison.. Dropout rates differ substan-
tially by.'sex and by 'race/etllnicity anc;i b~t·we~n pubtfo and pdvate schools, and such dif-
fe.rences ar_e of great policy intere.st. We· seeJc to under~tand influences on the incidence. · 

.of dropping out a111:ong students within the various sex, race/~thnic, and public-private 
school categories. Consequently, we;' work w'ith an expanded definition of "overall" dropout 
rates, wl)i~h includes average· drop0\lt rates cross-classified by sex (male, female), 
tac~/ethnici.W (~hite,-black, Hispanic)~-·and public ·or private school, as well as the 
average dropout rat.e for the student population as a whole . 

. . The pla~ 9f tJiis cha_pter is as follows.. We preseQ.t, first, the HS&B estimates of the 
. average d.iopout rate for the J980 sopho'more cohort and, second, the estimates disaggre-

gated by sex ind race/ethnjcity. We then e~am.ine. differences between the sexes and 
race/e·thnic groups in more '(ietail, 4ifferentiaiin,g between gross differences and dif-
ferences !hat rem_ain ~hen oth,er bac~ground c}i;t'racieri$tics of students are taken into ac-
count. Next, we compare the dropoµfh,,te estimates pased ()ll l:IS&B with recent estimates 
b:3:st!d on' other data sources. Finally, we e,xam:(ne 4ropotit rate differences between stu-
dents in· public a·nd private scho.ols and p'resent the overall public school dropout rates. 
The latter will serve as the principal benchmarks for the analyses in subsequent chapters. 

THE OVERALL DROPOUT RATE ACCORDING TO HS&B 

According to estimates based on the H$&B. panel sample, 13.6 percent of the students 
enrolled as hi.gh school sophomores.Jn spring 198Q were neither high school graduates nor 
enrolled in high school in spring 1982, and hence were classifiable as dropouts. We refer 
henceforth to this figure as the o"e_raU, or average, dropout rate for the cohort as a 
whole .. The cofrespoi:1<ling fig.u,re tor pu!Jlic schopl students only is 14.4 percent. We un-
d.erscor~ ·once again, however, that t_hese (1gtfres understate significantly the total inci-
dence of dropping out wjthin the 1980 sophomore cohort. At the risk of some repetition, 
we pause to explain here how the lt6 percent figure is derived and in what respects it 
deviates from a "true and comprehensive" dropout rate. 

The key technical points underlying the 13.6 percent estimate are the following: 

1. The estimate is based on the "HS&B student classifier" definition of dropping 
out, according to which' any stµdent who was not enrolled in high school and had 
not graduated from high school at the time of the first follow-up survey is con-
sidered a dropout. 

2. The computadon is for .the HS&B panel sample, which consists of the subset of 
HS&B sample students who participated in both the base-year and follow-up sur-
veys; students who partfoipated in one round of the survey but not the other, or 
in neither round, are excluded. 

3. Like all other dropout rates to be cited in this report, the average rate is a 
weighted estimate, taking ip.to ac·count the sample weight assigned to each stu 0 

dent in the panel sample (panel \Veights were adjusted for nonresponse). That 
is, the._)3.6 percent figure is computed as 100 x (sum of sample weights assigned 
to students classified as dropouts)/(sum of sample weights of all students in 
the panel sample). ' 
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Because of tl)e large sample size (i5.87S students i.n the panel sample). the error in 
· 'ihe overall dropout rate du.e to sampling variation is negligible. The standard error of 

the 13:6 perccn·t estimate is' only 0.33 percentage points. There are two major sources of 
etror that have nothing to do )Vith sampling variation, however: one, that the HS&B surveys 
o.nly 99ver a limited porti()~ pf the high school caree:rs of members of the sophomo.re class 
of 1980; the other. that the definition of dropping out on which the 13.6 percent figure 
is based deviates in some respects fro'm both concepts of dropping out discussed in 
Chapter II. · 

· With respect to .the limited ,coverage problem, it is clear that the most important 
sfiortcoming of tl)e over~ll dropout ra,te estiillate is that it takes no account of students 
who woµId have b~en sqphoillores in spring 1980 haq they not already dropped out of school. 

. . Omitting these early dropouts understat,es die overall dropout rate from the qohort. To be 
~ precise, if DOl is ·th,e fi-;i~tlon of the cohort that dropped out prior to the baseline sur-

vey and DO2 1s the fraction that dropped out afterward, the true overall dropout rate, 
DOT, is given by · 

Since our estimates reflect DO2 only, J~ey underestimate the true dropout rate by the 
._ )unount DO 1(1 - po2). For example; if ~ percent o_f the cohort dropped out prior to ~he 

,cf?,te of the baseline survey (DO1 • .05). and assuming 13.6 percent to be a correct est1-
Illate of the. rate subsequent to that date (DO2 • .136), the true overall rate would be 
0.050 + 0.136(1 - 0.050), or 17.9 percent. 

Of course, we cannot measure ~he dropout r3:te from the 1980 sophomore cohort prior to 
spring 1980, but information from .other sources sligg~sts that something in the range of 4 
fo 6 percent (for the totat group) is bot i'n''uQ.reasonable guess (see comments on dropout 
rate estimates from pdier sources at the erid of this chapter). Such figures imply that 
attrition subseq_\lent to spring of the ·sophomore year constitutes only two-thirds to three-

.fourths of the total dropping:.out phenomenon. . 
·A ·similar but less 'serious gap in coverage is that HS&B-based estimates do not re-

flect dropping o\lt that occµrred late in the senior year, after the date of the first 
follow-up survey. Since follo~-up survey· questiom:iaires were administered during the in-

.Jery;il February IS-June. U, 1982 (Jones et al., f983), this unobserved interval may be as 
.- long as 4 months for soIIie salllple schools. W,e have' been able to establish from the HS&B 

transcript daJa, howe\•er,Jhat d'ropping out occqrs during these last months of the senior 
year. Specifically, ()Ur e~timate~ ·based oq. transcript information about when students 
graduated or. left sc,hool, is tha,t the nuD1oer of dropouts increased by about 9 percent 
·during those months, which corresponds· to an iricrease of about 1.2 percentage points in 
the estimated rate. · 

As to the defjnitional problems, we have already referred in Chapter II to several 
respects in which the HS&B student classifier definition deviates from either the "status" 

,,, or "event" defin1tions of 'dropout. _A.ccordlng to the status definition, a student is a 
dropout ifat a sp'ecified ,point in tjll)e he or ~he is not enrolled in school and is not a 

_hii_h school gradli_ate or the eq:uivaJcnt. According to the event definition, a dropout is 
_anyone who leftscllool for inore than a specified period prior to graduation (for reasons 
·other ·ihan illness), eve.n Jf he 9r she subsequently .re-enrolled and/or graduated. 

The HS&B student classifier definition deviates from the status definition in that it 
courits·as·dro~o~ts $~u_dertts w.ho left school ~ut_ completed high school equivalency programs 
(GEDs). We explain,ed in Chapter U t.hat althdugh an HS&B follow-up item does ostensibly 

· jcientify GED completers, we consider .it unreliable and have not used it to modify the 
dropout count. The unmodified count overstates, by some unknown percentage between Oand. 
10, the nupiber of. s.tlidents in dropout statu·s as of spring 1982. (However, this offsets, 
wholly or in part, the estimated 9 percent undercount due to failure to include late drop-
outs--those who departed after the follow-up survey date but before completing the senior 
year.) 
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------------------------------------------

The student classifier definition unde.rcounts those who experienced dropping out as 
an event in that it takes no account of students who "dropped out tempo~arily," or "stop-
ped out," but then returned to schobl. Adjusting for students who reported staying away 
from school r.or ·a qu~rter or semester or more for reasons other than illness (see Chapter 
II) a~ds ab9ut 0.9· percentage point_s to t.he dropout rat~ (about 300 cases). However, this 

.. adju~tment depends on an· arbitl'a.ry qutoff pqint regard_ing len~th of a~senc~ ~rom school . 
· and takes no accou,nt of the reason for tempor~ry withdrawal. We also 1dent1f1ed about 90 

cases of "stopouts" by 11sing 4~fa fioxn the HS~B ·transcripts file to infer when students· 
were not .attending. school; ho)Vever, this foo involves some arbitrariness of cla~sifica-
tion. We are riot confident, therefore, of having estimated the number of temporary drop-
outs with any accuracy. · 

In sum, the overall dropout rates reported here and used as the baselines for subse-
quent compadsons are only the atiritfon rates between spring of the sophomore year and 
spring of the senior year. rh'.ey should nq(be construed ~s estimates of the total dropout 
rate .from t}:ie 1980 sophomore co·hort .. (Iri eoJ.11pa.rison, tll.e errors due to deviation from the 
·pµre "stat11s" or J?~re· "eve11t" definitiqns of dropping <>ut ·are relatively minor.). Fortun-
ately, we are i.nterested in the overalltates mainly as standards of comparison for the 

_- ana~ysis of i:g.fluences on dropping out, and for that purpose, the lack of coverage of ear-
ly dropouts does not appear to be a major disability1. 

VAJUATIONS BY.SEX AND RACE/ETHNICITY AJ'ID BETWEEN 
· PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS . . 

There are important yariations in dropout rates among race/ethnic groups, between 
thcf se,tes,. 'and between st:udents in public ;ind. private schools. We consider the 

. · ra·ce/eth11ic .art<J sex. cJiffere;nces first and. then th:e public-private dimension. 
Ttje average dropout rat~s within sex and race/ethnic categories are sho~n in Table 

.3J. Like the overall rMe for an stud,ents co111bi:g.ed, these rates are ..based on the.HSB -
panel siimple and .student ctassifi_er definition, and share the characteristics and 

· ·shortce>mings ou.tlined.abo':'e· they are gross.· dro_pout rates in that they are not adjusted 
for intef'group difference~ .in factors. (other than sex and race/ethnicity per se) that may 
account-for, or explain, the u:n~qual frequencies of dropping out. This is in contrast to 
the adjusted race/ethnicity and sex differentials presented in the following section~ 

Table 3.1 

G.ROSS DROPOUT RAT~S BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNICITY,
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS COMBINED -------------------:--------~-----------------~-+-----.~--- Sex. --------+. 

Race. Male Female Both 

All groups
White 

14.6 
13.0 

12.6. 
11.5 

13.6 
12.2 

Black 20.1 13.8 16.8 
Hispanic
American Indian 

18.8. 
23.6 

18.6 
21.5 

18.7 
22.7 

Asian 5.2 4.4 4.8 
Other 8.1 
------~-------~---------------------------

Accordin.g to this table, the dropout rate is substantially higher for males (14.6 
percent) than for .Jemales.(12.6 percent), and it varies dramatically among racial groups. 
Blacks drop out at an almost 40 percent higher rate than whites (16.8/12.2 "" 1.38); His-
panics drop out at a 53 percent higher rate than whites (18.7/12.2 = 1.53); and American 
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--------------------------------------------------------------

Indians, with the highest dropout rate of any group (22.7 percent), are 86 percent more . ' · 'likely to drop out than are whites (22.7/12.2 • 1.86). Asians have the lowest dropout 
rate, only 4.8 percent; and "other" students, with an 8.1 percent rate, are also less 
likely to drop out than are whites. 

Although male dropout rates exceed female rates in all racial classifications, the 
piale-(emale differential varies by race/ethnicity. The male dropout rate is 13 percent · 
higher ~han the female pite among whites and 46 pe:rce~t higher than the female rate among 
blacks. but only insignificantly higher among Hispanics . Looking at the same thing from a 
different point of vfew,. black illal~s are 55 percent more likely to drop out than are white 
mates, but th,e corresponding differential between black and white females is only 20 per-
c~nt. When blacJcs ate compared with Hispanics, there is actually a reversal of rank be-
tween the' sexes: the dropou't rate (or blackfcmales is~ than that for Hispanic. 
females by 26 percent, but the rate tor black males is ·higher than that for Hispanic males 
by 7 percent. 

, These sex-race/ethnicity intc.raction effects are important to the remainder of the 
analysis .. Looki.ng only at differeilqes between the sexes or only at differences by 
race/cthp.icity can be misleading. To avoid inviiid inferences, the interaction between· 
Jex S:nci ta.cc/ethnicity nnist be 'taken into account. Accordingly, in all subsequent com-
. par~:tive dropoµt rate tables, we pr~sent estfmates not only for males and females and for 
. w.1>:Hc.s, blac~s. and Hisp~~ics but als~ for the six categories defined by classifying stu-

dents by both race/ethnicity and sex . · 
·· In Table 3.2, the dropout rates of public school students, categorized by 

race/ethnicity and Se:J., are differendated from those of private school students, and the . 
latter ar~ furth~r brok~.n dowri into Catholic and "other private." The rates are uniformly 
higher for public school stu,delits than for private school students. Also, within the 
private ~choolca.tegory,. they are substantially lowe~ for students in Catholic schools 
than for "those· in other types of private institutions . 

Table 3.2 

DROPOUT RATES IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGH SCHOOLS, 
. BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

--------------------------------------------~---------~-------
+----~----- High School Type---------+

Race All +------.Private------+ 
and Sex Types Public All Catholic Other 

All groups:both sexes 13.6 14.4 6.4 3.4 11.8 
males 14.6 15.2 8.6 ·4. 7 14.9 
females 12.6 13.S 4.4 2.2 8.5 

White: both sexes· 12.2 13.0 5.6 2.6 10.7 
males 13.0 13.6 7.8 3.8 13.9 
females 11.5 12.5 3.6 1.6 7.4 

Black: both sexes 16.8 17.2 6.2 4.6 a 
males 20.1 20.6 6.3 8.2 a 
females 13.8 14.1 6.2 1.8 a 

Hispanic: both sexes 18.7 19.1 13.6 9.5 a 
males 18.8 18.9 16.7 i0.7 a 
females 18.6 19.3 11.0 8.2 a 

------------------------------~--------------------~---------asample size too small for reliable estimation. 
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The pattern of differences between the sexes and among race/ethnic groups is 
basically the same ro~ public school students only as for pubHc and private students com-
bined. Male public school" students drop out at higher rates than female public school 
students (although the percentage difference is s:oµiewhat less than when private school . 
s~uderit's are included); Jhe ran}sin_g of the racial groups remains unchanged (although per-
centage differences between white and mi116rity dropout rat¢·s are somewhat reduced when the 
·coillparlson is confined to public schools),. and the same interactions between sex and 

. race/ethnlcity are observable for pul;>lic school stud~rits as for students in g_eneral_. , 
Public school dropout rates are higher in all_ categories than the corresponding private 
rates. ' 

Because the differences between public a.nd private school students are large, it 
· would be misleading to combine 'the two groups i_n analyses of the effects of specific stu-
_dent, school, and environmental characteristics on the dropout rates. For this reason, 
t~e ·subsequtnt analysis of factots ·associated with dropping out focuses on the public
sc:hool students only. Ideally, we wpuld pert'orm -p~r~llel analyses of influences on drop-
p.ing· Out among private _scho<>l stµdepts. ;However, the smaU_size of the HS&B private 
school sample (or~ inore precisely, the sma'n nuqiber- of dropouts within that sample) makes 
it infeasible· either to break down ·dropout rates by detailed_ categories of private stu-
dents or to estimate asattsfactciry multivariate model of determinants of dropping out in 
private schools. · 

SEX AND RAGE~T.HNICITY DIFFERENCES WITH OTHER 
·.. .BACKGROUND FACTORS CONTROLLED 

Race/ethnic differences in dropout r~tes and, to a le.sser extent, differences between 
the sexes, are important for a vadety of pplicy purposes. They are critical both for 
~naly;ing th~ ~eter,~lnants of c:hc,pp_irtg _'out- Jlid.for designing dropout prevention programs. 
To avoid. iµ.faul\clerstandin'.gs, it is essenti,al to distingub}). sharply between the gross, or 

.. un9cintrolled,· di<>p<>ut: rate ~ifferedc~s aJ.Iiorig r,ace/ethnic groups reported above and the net 
'differences that remai11 wJ).eri student back$rO\lnd factors other than race/ethnicity and sex 
per se ~re taken into account. To s~<>w the iinp9rfanc;:e of this distinction, we present 
here ihe adjusted ra~e/ethnicity and ~ex <ii(ferentials that result when other background 
factot_s are taken into 'account .and com.J)are _tlieni wiih ,the unadJusted figures given above. 

'tabJe 3,3 shows the two s'ets of rMes for ·stl,idents in public schools. Those labeled 
. "un~onlfoUed" are identical to the rat~i's.h9wn in ·the pu,blic school column of Table 3.2 • 
.1:h9~C labeled "ot~er background fac;:tor$ COnlrolled" are derived from a multivariate sta-
tistical m9del, which yields estimates of the dropout-rate differentials that remain among 

. racei~ihnlc-sex ca·tesodes -wil;en cert~in so9ioecono1nic characteristics and other family 
· b,ackgr<>und attrii;,utes are h~ld con~fant. the mod.el used. is the event-history model 

<.fescribe'ct in Cli_apter. IL The specific variables held constant, or contr_olled for, in this 
model i'nclude father's and ,nother's occupational level, father's and mother's educational 
attaintii:ent, self-reporte~ famJly incofne,'pre~ence of father and/or mother in the home, 
· number of siblings, whether the mother worked while the student was in school, religious 
affiliation, and religiousity. 

The model has been fitted to data for the subsample of students for whom HS&B tran-
. scripts.da'ta: 'were ayaiiable (t.lie transcript sample). The adjusted dropout rates shown in 
Table 3;3 _have been obtain.ed by tfppiyihg relative dropout-rate estimates from these event-
history equations to the average estiniated dropout rate, 14.4 percent, for all public 
school students. 

By comparing the two columns of Table 3.3, one can see that the large dr.opout-rate 
diffcrences among whites, blacks, and Hispanics (although not between the sexes) diminish, 
vanish~ or are e~en revers~d wheri perso11al and fa01ily background factors are taken into 
account. Note, in particular, t_hat when socioeconomic and other family background factors 
are controlled, blaeks have ~ estimated dropout rates than whites; black females have 
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a lower estimated rate than any other group; Hispanics have only slightly higher rates 
than ~~ites; and the r~tes for white and Hispanic males are essentially equal. In sum, 

Table 3.3 

OROJ:>OUT RATES BY ~CE/ETHNICITY AND SEX, WITH AND WITHOUT 
CONTROLLING FOR OTHER BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS, 

- PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS . 
------------------~--------~--------------------~-~ +---- Dropout Rates----+ 

Other 
Background 

Race Factors 
and Sex Uncontrolled Controlled 

All groups:both sexes 
males 

14.4 
15.2 

14.4 
15.7 

females 13.5 13.1 
White: both sexes 13.0 14.8 

males 13.6 16.0 
females 12.s 13.6 

Black: both sexes 17.2 10.5 
males 
females 

20.6 
14.1 

1' 13.3 
8.1 

Hispanic: both sexes 
males 

19.1 
18.9 

16.0 
16.1 

females 19.3 15.8 
-------------------------------~-------------------
the entire black-white difference in uncontrolled dropout rates (and then some) and much 
of the Hispanic-.~hite difference is accounted for by factors other than race/ethnicity per 
se. 

Th~se same relationships are shown from a different perspective in Table 3.4, which 
displays seI.ected .ratios of dropout rates with and without controlling for background 
characterfatics. ~9te the drartiatic reversal of the ratio of black to white dropout rates-
.from 1.3 to 0.7--wheQ. SES and other personal background factors (other than 
race/ethnicity and sex) are held constant. Note also the sharp decreases in ratios of 
Hispanic to white· rates wh,en other factors are controlled. 

A cautfonai:y note is in or-der, however. Although these results indicate that factors 
. othe.r thJn race/ethnicity directly, s11ch;1s parents' education and, family structure, account 
· for interracial differe~ces in d1;opout rates, t_~is does not necessarily imply the absence 

of racial effects. The SES and other JaQ1ily background variables held constant in the 
analysis may themselve§ be partfally determined by race/ethnicity. For instance, parents' 
race/elhnicity i$ prob,ably an important determin~nt of such status attributes as parents' 
educaddna'I attai11ment and parents• occupatio1;1s. Thus, although there is no residual 
black-white dropout-rate differential to explain once SES and other background factors 
have been taken into account (in tact, the residual is in the other direction), 
race/ethnicity may still play an indirect role through its influence on socioeconomic and 
other family characteristics. 
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Table 3.4 

SELECTED DROPOU"l'.-RATE RAT;IOS,., WITH AND WITHOUT 
CONTROLLING FOR OTHER BACKGROUND FACTORS 

-------------------------------------~----------~----------~· Dropout-Rate Ratio 
+----------------------------+Other \ 

Background 
Comparison Factors 

Groups Uncontrolled Controlled 

Females/males 0.89 0.83 
Blacks/whites 1.32 0.71 
~ispanics/whites . 1.47 1.08 
White females/white males 0.92 0.85 
Black males/white males 1.51 0.83 
Blc!.ck females/white males 1.04 0.51 
Hispanic.males/white males 1.3.9 1.01 
Hispanic females/white males· 1.42 0.99 
ijl,a,ck.females/white females 1.13 0.60 
Hispanic females/white females 1.54 1.16 

COMPARISONS WITH DROPOUT RATE ESTIMATES FROM OTHER SOURCES· 

Apart from High School and Beyond, two other national surveys have been used recently 
to esti#u,1.te t~e incide·11c.e of drop'ping out. One is the National Longitudinal Survey of 
Youth Labor Market E'xperience (NLS-YLME). which was drawn on by Rumberger (1983) to 
'investigate dh:>pout rates .in i979, ·The <>t~er is the Census Bureau's Current Population 
Suryey (CPS). which yields pedodic estitnate:; of 4ropout rates, including estimates for 

- l~in reported in Grant ap.d Snyder (1.98'3). Compar~sons between the HS&B overall dropout 
rates an.d those f r<>m the other surveys are ·useful, first, for indicating the uncertainty 
thllt exists regarding the. "true" r!ites, anc;i second, 'tor -the light they shed on the meaning 

.and limitations of the HS&B figures. The key data: required for such comparisons are 
· presented in Table 3.S. · · 

· The two main things to keep in .mind in comparing the HS&B figures with other esti-
piates are the' age ranges to wllich the different estimates pertain and the restricted defi-nimfn of "dropout r~te" dictated by the HS&'.B survey design. The HS&B results pertain to 
pc,mfons who wouldnorttially 'Jiave bee·n high school seniors, i.e., 17 or 18 years old, when 
classified as tfrop611ts or ~Cln,dropouts. In contrast, the other surveys pertain to wider 
age ranges-_.14 to 21 in ,he case of 'NLS-YLME and 14. to 34 in the case of the CPS. For-
t~nately, ~he dropout rate es'tima:tes from these data sets have been disaggregated by age, 
~s indica~e4: in the t~ble. The estima.tes for 18·1? year olds co~e closest to corre5pond-
ing to those for the HS&B cohort, although the correspondence 1s far from exact . 
. A,s' to the definitiop. of dropout rate, the HS&B figures, as explained previously, rep-
resent the rate of.attrition ~etween the sophomore and senior years, while the NLS-YLME -. 
and CPS figures represent percentages of persons in dropout sta-tus at the time of the sur-
vey without regard to when they left school. Unlike HS&B, the other surveys do count in-
dividuals who dropped out prior to spring of the sophomore year as well as those who drop-
Ped out late in the senior year. O~e- would expect, therefore, that dropout rate estimates 
based on the other surveys would be significantly higher tha,;i those based on HS7B. It is 
true, on the other hand, that persons who have completed high school equivalency programs 
are not considered dropouts in the CPS and NLS-YLME surveys, whereas they are included in 
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• l . the HS&B dropout count. However, the resulting overestimate in HS&B constitutes only a 
fractional offset to the omission of early dropouts. 

As mentioned earlie,;, Rumberger's finding of an overall dropout rate of 18 percent is 
co11~istcnt with the lIS&B estimate of 13.6 percent, assuming that 4 to 5 percent is a rea-
sonable estimate of the dropout rate prior to the latter half of the sophomore year. Al-
though we cannot confirm that 4:-5 percent is correct, it is at least not contradicted by 
the estimated rate of 9 percent shown i11 Table 3.5 for 16~17 year olds (sophomores and 
juniors) and the rate of 2 perc·ent reported_ for 14-15 year olds in Rumberger (198~). 
Based on the same reasoning, the Census CPS estimate of a 16.0 percent dropout. rate for 

., r- • • ; ' 

Table 3.5 
' HS&B DROPOUT RATES COMPARED WITH DROPOUT 

RATE ES';['IMATES BASED ... ON OTHER DATA SOURCES 
----------------------------------------------~------------------+-----------.:..- Dropout Rates (Percent) ------.--------+ 

NLS-YLME, 1979, Census CPS, 1981, 
Race/ HSB 1980 by age by age 

ethnicity Sophomores 16-17 18-19 14-21 16-17 18-19 14-34 
and sex in 1982 years years year~ years years years 

---------------------------------------------------------~-------All groups 
Male 
Female 

13.6 
14.6 
12.6 

9 18 

-- i 

11 7.8 
8.0 
7.6 

16.0 
17. 7. 
14.4 

13.9 
13.0 
14.8 

White 
Male 
-Female 

12.2 
13.0 
11.5 

8 
8 
9 

16 
17 
14 

10 
10 

9 

7.8 
8.1 
7.5 

15.5 
17.9 
13.2 

13.0 
12.4 
13.6 

Black 
Male .. 

· Female 

16.8 
20.1 
13.8 

10 
12 

8 

24 
25 

· 22 

15 
1~ 
14 

8.0 
7.2 
8.7 

19.3 
18.9 
19.7 

21.2 
19.3 
22.6 

Hispanic 
M~le 
Female 

18.7 
18.8 
18.6 

17 
18 
17 

36 
32 
39 

23 
22 
24 

-----... 
Sources: HS&B datc\l ~xtract~d fr.om Tab~e 3 •.1; NLS-YLME (National 

. Lop.gitudinal Su:t:"VE;iy·of :Yo~th Labor Ma:rket Experience) estimates 
.fro~ Rwnberg~r-. (.3,.983); .CEmsus_ CPS (Current Population Survey) .. 
.~·stimates from Current Population Reports, Series P-20,· No. 373, 
a.s reported in Grant arid Snyder (1983) • · 

18-19 year olds seems too low to be consistent with the HSB findings, since it implies an 
., attritioµ rat~'. prior .to spring of the sophomore year of only 2 to 3 percent. 

· It has bee1,1 arguecf plausibly that dropout rate estimates based on the CPS data are 
Wcely fo be bi~sed do\\'.nward by the nature of the data-gathering procedure. Information 
_on chat.l.li::teristics' of students~ including wheth,er they have graduated or are enrolled in 
nigh school, is generaUy provided to Census interviewers by the head of the household or 
some other adult at;1d riot by th.~ stuqe_µt in quesdon. H has been suggested that there is . 
sonic tendency for respondents to avoid describing their children .as dropouts, and hence 
that gradl1.ation and/or enropment rates are likely to be exaggerated. Of course, dropping 
out is a slippe-ry ioncept and resµondents may not know their children's actual status. We 
cannot demonstrate that this is the cause of the apparent inconsistency, but it is a 
hypothesis consistent with the data. • .. • . · · 
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Certain additional inconsistencies become evid.ent when one compares the dropout rate 
estimate~ for particular race/ethnic-sex categqries. the NLS-YLME estimates for Hispanics 
are much higher refadve to those'tor whites than are the estimates derived from HS&B (no 
.CPS estimate~ are pres~nted for Hispanics).. The cfrol,l9tif. r~te for black females, which is 
only moderately higher ,than f9r Wb,ifo feJDdcis 'aild ~uch lower than for black males accord-
ing to fIS&B, is much higher a·c~ording. to t:he qther t~o s1.1rveys; in fact, according to the 
c·pg data~ it exceeds the :rate for black males. This is a striking and disturbing coptra-
diction, for which, regretably, we have no explanation. 

·. Finally, before returning to the analysis of HS&B data, it is appropriate to take 
11ote of an e~tirely dlffereht.;-:an4 µiuch higher.:-:set ot dropout rate estimates tha~ has 
rcceµUy received much publiclty and figured in. policy debates over the dropout problem. 
Tllese. estimates, recently dis~e.min~ted iA ~ U.S. Department of Education •wall chart" cu:s: Depattment.of Educatfon,.1985),· arc dedYed (rotµ state-reported graduation rates--
that is ratios Qf the riulriber of pul>lic high scncfol graduates.in a given year to ninth 
grade e,nrollment four Years' ear,ier. The ave,ra:'ge graduation rate for the nation in 1983 
was 73:9 per9ellt, whic.h hnplies an attrition; or "dropout," rate of 26.1 percent. Figures 
over 30 'percent ~re· reported for some states.· Such rates arc inconsistent not only with 
the HS~B estim~tes but also with those baised o'n the other $Urveys. The discrepancy may 
reflect, in part, conceptual differet),ces between' a~tritfon e.stimates based on nongradua-
tio.n rates and tli<>,se based 011 ~u:r;veys :ot individuals. l'he f'ormer are influenced by inter-
state qiigration of ·s.t~dents ;u:id · delayed graduadons, and they take no account of GED com-
'pletiotis. For the nation as a wh9le, ho\vever, the migration factor should cancel out; the 
defayed graduation (~ctor is not sfgniffcanf when high school enrollments are relatively 

. stable; and' the GED factor is ver}' min~r for the age group in question. There does seem 
to be a fundamental inconsistency, therefore, that remains to be explained. 

Footnotes: 

I. It is possible, of 
',; 

course, .that the factors influencing the behavior of early drop-
outs, not represerit'ed in the HS&B data, are different from the factors that influence 

. stuclents to drop out between·th.eir sophomore and senior years. All our findings . 
· about factors associated with dropping out apply, strictly speaking, only to those 
. who drop out after reaching the second halt of the sophomore year . 

.. 
2. In the discussioQs of t:lescriptive ~tatistics i'1 this and subsequent chapters, state-

.. mcnts about the st,uist{cal ·significance of differences between dropout rates arc 
t,ased ·9n a 5-percent error ¢riterion (p < ,OS)~ . In applying this criterion, we allow 
tor a design effect of 1.6, over aild above-the conventionally calculated standard 
error~-i.e., the error use4 ip calculating t values is 1.6 times that yielded by the 
SAS standard error procedu,::e. This mea11s that at value of 2.S is required for a 
difference between two dropout rates to be deemed significant at the .OS level. 

3. The breakdowns by race/ethnicity are limited to whites, blacks, and Hispanics because 
the dropout subsamples within other racial categories are too small to support cross-
tabular analyses of factots associated with dropping out. 

4. Catholic school student.s account for ~S percent of all private school students in the 
HSB panel sample, so the reported dropout rates for private school students predom-
inantly reflect the low rates in Catholic schools rather than the higher rates in 
•other private" scho.ols. 

5. Most students are 18 years old by spring of the senior year but a sizable number arc 
still 17. Most 19 year-olds have been out of high school for a year. Unfortunately, 
therefore, the HS&B .cohort straddles two of the age brackets, 16-17 and 18-19, used 
in the other surveys. ' 
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IV. DROPOUT RATES IN RELATION TO PERSONAL AND FAMILY 
. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS 

•. • ~ r . . , ~ .• 
• .I,.. • • 

We begin the analysis of differential dropout rates by considering how the rates vary 
among publ~c schoolstude,nts with di(f~rent personal and family attributes.. These attri-
butes hiclude socioeconomic status (SES) variables, such as parents' occupational and 
e.ducational levels 13:nd family foe.ome, and ot~er background characteristics, such as pres-

.· eri.ce of parcfots in the h<>me, number of siblings, and religious affiliation. We present 
descriptive statistics 011 the dropout-rite ·variations first and then introduce findings 
from the multivariate analysis of influences on dro~ping out. ;-

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 

Dropout rates vary considerably, and sometimes draIP,atically, among students from dif-
fcrent socioe·conomic backgrounds. Tll'is is true ..almost without regard to how socioeconomic 

··status (SES) is measured. However, the relationship J,eiween 'the socioeconomic variables 
and dropout rates often differs substantially between the sexes and among white, black, 
and Hispanic students. 

Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics on dropout-rate variations in relation to 
SES variables.· These variations are shown for each of the six race/ethnicity-sex combina-
tions and for all groups combi'.tied. Itis ihimidia.fely apparent that the rates are highly 
sensitive to ·soine Of these variables, notably fatJ1er's occupation, father's and mother's 
education, an,d the composite SES index. In the following paragraphs, we explain briefly 
how the various SES factors are defined and· measµred and comment on some of the more sig-

_.nificant patterns of variation. 1 

Parents' Occupations 
In the interest of simplicity, the occupational categories of the HS&B survey have 

been ~oilden.sed into just, tliree broad pccupational groupings: a ina?a~erial/pro!e.ssional/ 
tech~17aI ~h1~h~level) category an~ m1~-level and low-level categories . In add1h?n, the2cl_ass1(1cat1on of motlter's occupl:lhqns mcludes a "homemaker" category . According to 
Table 4.1, the dropou·t rates for students with fathers in mid-,;Jevel and tow-level occupa-

. tiQnS (all race/ethnidty-sex groups combined) are 62 percent greater and 11 S percent 
greater, .respectively, than the rat~s for ~tudents with fathers in high-level occupations. 
Tlie relat,ionsbip to Ill.other's o~cupation is also clear but not as strong: students with 

· mothers in mid-level and lo\V•leyel occupations, are 12 percent and 72 percent more likely 
·to drop out, respectively, than student~ with mothers in the high~level category. Dropout 
iates fC>t students whose mothers ·are homemakers generally fall between those of students 

. with mothers fo the low-lever and mjd~level ,occupational strata. 
The dropout iates of both ip.ale and female students vary with parents' occupations, 

but t}1,e relationship is sfrong¢r for females. F¢male students with fathers in the mana-
gerial/professional/tech~ical stratum. drop but at less than 4·0 percent the rate of females 

.. w1th fathers in low~level · occupations, w~ile male,s with fathers in the managerial/profes-
, sional/technical category_drop ou,t at over half the rate of males with fathers in low-
level occupatiop.s. Iri 0th.er words, having a father in a high-level occupation seems to do 

·. less to reduce the probabi'tity of dropping out for males than for females. 
Tfle. relationship betw~en dropo'ut rates and parental occupations also varies by 

race/ethnicity. Among whites, the rates are clearly related to both mother's and father's 
· occupation. Among black(drop'ourrates differ between the high-level and low-level 
parentaloccupatfon groups, but _in the mid-range there is no clear relationship. In the 
HS&B sample, tJie dropout rate is higher (although not significantly so) for black males 
with mid-level than low-level fathers and lower for females with mid-level than high-level 
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fathers. Also, the black male dropout rate varies only minimally with mother's . 
occupation~ · Similariy, the scnsidvity of Hispanic dropout rates to parents' occupation ..; .. 
is low, with ~o evident relationship for inales. 

Table 4.1 

DROPOUT RATES BY SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, . 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX . . . . . \ -----~-----------------------------~--------------------------~------·+------ Race/ethnicity and Sex-------~--+ 

Socioeconomic white Black Hispanic 
Characteristic All. Male Female Male Female Male Female 

--~---~---------~----------------------------------------------------All students combined 14.4 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.1 18.9 19.3 

Father's occupation 
1Low-level 18.7 19~6 17.9 19.6 16.4 18.4 21.4 

Mid-level 14.0 12.3 12.5 23.1 12.2 19.4 18.6 
Professional/technical 8.7 9.1 6.6 13.1 13.5 16.• 8 8.7 

Mother's occupation 
Homemaker 15.6 15.1 11.9 24.0 19.4 19.9 20.7 
Low-level · 18.5 18. 0 16.7 20.6 16.2 . 24.9 22.3 
Mid-level 12.8 12.1 12.6 20.3 10.2 14.8 14.9 
Professional/technical 10.6 10.7 8.3 17.4 8.9 15.l 14.3 

Father's education 
~!?S than high school 22.9 22.6 23.0 25 .• 9 21.1 21.9 23.8 
High school graduate only 13.7 13.2 12.5 17.9 10.0 17.3 18.0 
Some college ···· 10.5 9.8 9.6 16.9 9.5 18.3 8.7 
College-graduate or more 6.8 8.7 3·. 7 15.2 6.1 9.9 12.s 

Mother•s·education 
Less than high school 

·High school graduate only 
Some college 

. College g~aduate or more 

24.9 
12.6 
12.0 
7.2 

25.4 
12.9 
11.4 
7.4 

26.0 
9.8 

11.3 
4.8 

21.9 
18.6 
22.5 
15.2 

20.9 
13.S 
7.5 
6.3 

23.8 
17.9 
18.7 
7.7 

27.6 
13.8 
11.0 
16.2 

Family income 
Lower-third 21.7 23.1. 22.2 19.9 15.8 22.8 25.1 

,Middle third 12.4 11.7 11.1 20. 7 8.9 17.5 16.2 
,Upper third 13.1 12.4 10.8 21.2 16.9 17.8 17.1 

Composite family SES index 
First (lowest) quartile 22.3 23.8 23.7 19.9 16.7 23.3 22.a. 
Second quartile . 13.2 11.9 13.1 15.6 4.6 21.3 17.0 
Third quartile 10.7 10.7 9.7 20.5 10.3 12.5 9.4 
Fourth (highest) quartile 7.0 8.5 3.9 18.0 8.1 10.0 11.5 

-------------------~----~-----------------------------------~------
On average, students who say their mothers are homemakers drop out at rates in bet-

ween those who report m_Qthers in low-level and mid-level occupations, but this does not 
hold uniformly across groups. Whites and Hispanics with homemaker mothers have lower 
dropout rates than those with mothers in low-level occupations; but blacks with homemaker 
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• • 1;11a..thers a~e mo,rT)\likely to drop out .than blacks with mothers employed even in low-level 
Jobs. .i,1.: ·. ·" , .. : · · . 

Parents' Educational Attainment 
Dropout rates arc even more strongly related to parents' education than to parents' 

oc·cupations. Table 4.1 distinguishes among (o:ur educational levels:· less than high school 
graduation, high schc>ol graduation only, so:Qle post~econdary education, and college gradua-
tion or more. Compared to students with the most educated fathers (college graduates or 
more), students whose fathers have "some college" are over 50 percent more likely· to drop 

· out; thpse whose fathers are high school gradµates only are about 100 percent more likely 
to drop out; and. those whose fathers qid not flni~h high ·school are nearly 250 'percent· 

· 'more Jilcely to drop out: There is a siniilarly negatjve relationship between dropout rates 
·''and mother's educa.tion. The m,ost pronounced ·differences are between students whose par-

elits ire. at 'the lowest educational level (less than high school) and those whose parents 
1'ave ~t least . finished high school. 

. Although both male and felll,ale propout rates are associated with parents' education, 
the l_atter are more strongly associated than the former. The range of variation in male 
dropout rates between the lowest father's education stratum and the highest is about 2-1/2 

· .to 1, but tf).e corresponding ra11ge for fema'res. is more than 5 to 1. Similarly, male drop-
out ratc;s are three times as high in the lowest mother's education stratum as in the . 
highest, while female rates differ bf a i-atfo of more than 4 to 1 between the same two 
strata.. It can_ be seen that the male and felilale. rate~ are 11early identical in the lowest 
parents' education strahun, which' means that the mile-female difference in sensitivity to 
parentaJ education is due to differences in the rates at which sons and daughters of 
better~edµcated par:erits Jc.ave _school. The 'sops of college-educated fathers are more than 
twice as Hlcely to drop out ~s the daughters c;,f sim'ilarly educated fathers, whereas males 
in g(:nerarare _<>nly 13 percent mote lik(:ly to drop out than females. 

· T·he relationship between parents' edu~ational attainment and the dropout rate varies 
$ttikingly among the race/ethnic.ity-sex groups.. It is strongest among white females. 
White fetnales with college~~ci'qcat~d .tatliers drop out at only 16 percent the rate of those 
whose' fatJiers did iiot finish high scliool; the cortesp.onding figures for black and Hispanic 

. fetnales, respectively, are 29 a:nd 53 per.cent. White males whose fathers arc at least col-
. lege graduates drop oµt a.t 38 percent the ra,te of tbose whose fathers did not complete

high sc.ho<>l, while the corresponding -figures for black and Hispanic males are, respcc-
. tively, S9 _and 45 percent. Thus, the interracial differences in the effects of father's 
· education are greater for females than for males. -

The relative importance of mother's. and father's education varies among categories of 
students. Among whites, the dropou(~ate is afrected by the educational attainment of the 
patent of the opposite sex. However, _for both white males and whi.te females, having a 
part:nt with ·1ess t_han a Aigh school education drives up the dropout rate more drastically 

! . if that parent is _the mo~her. · Among b\acks,jn contrast, both male and female dropout 
ra,tes are more sensitive to the father's educafional level than to the mother's. Among 
Hispanfcs_ the pattern is mixed, but having a mother in_ the less-than-high-school category 
·is a.$sociated with higher dropout rates than having a father in the same low stratµm. In 
this respect, Hispanics resemble whites more closely than they do blacks. 

A nQtable finding fr9m the education sections of Table 4.1 is that among students 
whose fathers did not complete hf$h school, there are essentially no significant interra-
cial differences in. dropout rates, · The rates fc;,r black females and Hispanic males are ac-
tually lower (but not significantly so) than the corresponding rates for whites. Con-
sidering- that higher percentages of biacks and Hispanics than whites come from families in 
which .one or both parents did not complete high school, these results indicate that the 
higher overall dropout rates for blacks and Hispanics than for whites are due in large 
part to differences in parental education or, more generally, to differences in parental
SES. . · · 

·-.. 
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Self-Reported Family Income 
Family income is a fundamental indicator of socioeconomic status and should play an 

Jmportant role in thi~ analysis, but unfortunately, the HS&B income var!ab~es ar~ of . 
. du.bfous q~ali.ty. ,I,n th~ ;H$~B ~~se.-~ear ~ur~ey, _studen!s wer~ ~sked to md1cate i,n which 
thud and which seventh of the income distnbution their families belonged • The non-
response rates for th~se question~ are relatively high, and there is evidence that the 
reliabilit~ of the income dat11 is Jow (Rosenthal et al., 1983). Thus, we cannot report . 
confidently on Jiow dropout rates Vary in reJation io family income. Nevertheless, we do 
include on·c: of these questfonable inecfme indicators--the breakdown of family income by 
thirds--in the analysis. 

'The refationship between income a,nd the dropout rate is weaker and less clear-cut 
·(11on-Un~ar) t,han one 'YOuJ<t .:anHeipafe with a reliable income indicator. The all-group 
drOpQut rate is Mgher for' students who piaqe their families in the lowest third of the 
income distribution than for 'other studehts, as 'one would expect, but the rate in the top 
third-is'·act1,1aity higher (altho.Ugb not signi(ica,,ntly so) than the rate in the middle 
third, contratYto expectation. This P;;lHern hoids for whites and Hispanics of both sexes 

_but not for blicks.. The black female dropout rate is inuch lower among students who place 
their famili~s in ·the middle third of-the income distribution than for those who indicate 
either the 'top or bottolli third~ '.alack male rates vaty hardly at all among the three 
strata. These are not plau'sible results, and in our view they probably reflect the 
deficiencies of the income .data more than the underlying reality. 

A Composite SES Index 

In addition to the individual soc_ioeconomic status variables, HS&B provides a com-
-- posite ~ocioe~on~mi~ staJus fodit:ator based on ,replies to selected questions from the 
'base...year survey. The-·composite indk:ator is d'.er.ived by averaging standardized scores on 
five it~IDs: (l)tather's oc~tipadon~ co~ed ac_cording tQ the Duncan SEI scale (Jones et al, 
1983; RiccobbnQ 'et al., -1981), (2), fadier's educatio~. (3).mother's education, (4) family 
!nco~~ (r,~pohed by the ~t*4e~ts), Q:_nd (S)'a,n aver,ge of eight hou_sehold ?ossession 

- i,ems • Thus, the SES composite bnngstogether a number of the items discussed 
seParately above, pius some additional family characteristics associated with socio-
economic level . 

.The relationship of dropout rates to the composite SES index is similar to the re-
latiQnship to parents' education. Drol)oUt rates c;>f students in the lowest SES quartile 
ate three _times greater,, on av'~;rage, than fates of students .in the highest quartile. 

·Also, as witJi the education factor,the Jatgest differ_ences in dropout rates occur between 
th,e first (lowest) SES quartUe and Ml others. ,Both male and female dropout rates are 
sen,sidve to fa'mily SES, .but the .female rates .are more sensitive, especially among the 
higher SES levels. Female.s drop out at 83 percent of the male rate in the third quartile 

· b1,1t at only 50 perc:ent the male r~te in the highest quartile. This pattern, too, is very 
similar to that' reported earlier in connection with variations in father's education. 

The relationship of dropout rates to SES also varies by race/ethnicity. Among 
whites, the rate (alls off steadily as a function of increasing SES, most sharply between 
the first and. second quartiles and more r:apidly thereafter for females than for males. 
~nipng_black males, if contras(there is no·tendency_ for the ~rol?out rate to decline with 

· mcreasmg SES scores . Among black females, there 1s a decline m the rate after the 
first SES quartile but no clear pattern thereafter. The pattern for Hispanics is much 
more similar to that of whites than that of blacks--a generally declining dropout rate as 
SES increases .. 

The data in, Table 4.1 also support the findings reported in Chapter III regarding in-
terracial differences in dropping out. Note that in the lowest occupational, educational, 
and composite SES strata, dropout rates for blacks are similar to, and in some cases lower 
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tfian, the corresponding rates for whites. Considering that much higher percentages of 
'blacks and Hispanice tha!: '.' whites come from these strata, it is clear that interracial 
· differences in the SES dis'i, ibution · play major roles in determining gross differentials in 
dropout rates by race/ethnicity. 

OTHER FAMILY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 

In addition to socioeconomic status indicators, several other personal and family 
characteristics ~eported in HS&B are associated w.ith the frequency of dropping out. Table 
4.2 pr~sents descriptive statistics pertaining to the following: presence of parents in 
tile; home, number' of siblings, whether the mother worked while the student was in school, 
religious affiliation, and religiousity. 

Presence of Parents in the Home 

The degree .to which a faJllily is "intact" affects dropping out in much the same manner 
as does socioeconomic status: The data in table 4.2 show how dropout rates vary among 
students wh,o live ~ith both parents, a fetn~.le parent only, a male parent only, and neither 
parent.' For all groups combined, having qnly one parent in the home is associated with a 
substantially ~igher dropout rate than h,aving both parents present (a 66 percent higher 
rate if the one parent is fem,ale and a 78 .Percent higher rate if that parent is male). 
Having neither parent present is associated wfih 11 dropout rate 2-1/2 times greater than 
the rate-with b6th parents in the home.· The absence of a male parent generally seems to 
make less difference than the absence of the female parent, although for blacks the op-
posite is true. 

· Dropout rate.. s of both male and feJllale students are affected strongly by the presence 
· of parents, b_ut 'there is an interesting difference between the sexes: taking all · 
· race/ethnic groups together, Illales appear to be more sensitive than females to the absence 

of one parent, while fetbales are' mote sensitive than males to the absence of both parents. 
When iace/ethnicity is taken into account, the pattern becomes more complex. White males 

' witll only one patent in the home drop out at about twice the rate of white males living 
with both parents, but the absence of both parents raises the rate only about 25 percent 
more tban the absence of one. tn comparlson, white females drop out at about a SO-percent 

. 'higher fate in one-parent than in two-parent households, but the rate doubles if both 
· parents are absent from the home. . · 

Note that blacks (rom one-parent and no-parent homes drop out at lower rates than 
whites from similar h·ousehoids. This reinforces the finding that differences in back-
groupd: var"i~bles other than ·race/ethnicity are 'associated witt,. the higher gross dropout 
rates observed for blacks than for whites. 

Number of Siblings 

Another family backgro~nd variable associated with the dropout rate is the number of 
a student's siblings. The Hkelihood of dropping out generally increases with the number 
of siblings,"ex·cept that being an only child (zero siblings) is associated with a higher 
dropo\,lt rate than' having 1.:3 brothers and sisters. The pattern is clearer for males than 
for females and for .whites than for minorities. It is least clear for blacks. In fact, 
for black males, number .of siblings has no significant effect. For all groups other than 
blacks, ho:wever, the drc;:>pout rates of students from very large families (7 siblings or 
more} are significantly higher than for students from smaller families. It is likely, of 
course, that the apparent family-size effect is largely, if not wholly, a class or SES 
effect, since large families are more common in lower-SES strata. 
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Table 4.2 

DROPOUT RATES BY FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS (OTHER_ THAN SES), -
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOt STUDENTS, BY--RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

-----------~-----------------------------------------~-------~-------+------- Race/ethnicity and Sex-~----------+ 
Family · White Black Hispanic 

Characteristic All Male Female· Male Female Male Female 

All students combined 14.4 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.1 18.9 19.3 

Parents present in home 
Both 12.2 11.3 11.2 17.5 11.7 17.0 14.8 
Female only 20.2 23.4 16.5 21.9 16.l 23.0 27.6 
Male only 21.7 24.1 18.2 17.1 13.5 25.0 27.9 
Neither 31.1 29.4 36.7 35.3 21.8 22.9 40.8 

Number of siblings
None 
1 

13.8 
9.0 

14.7 
8.9 

11.0 
7.1 

13.9 
18.8 

15.4 
8.o 

17.2 
12.8 

19.0 
17.7 

2 11.1 9.9 10.7 18.1 6.3 16.2 17.5 
.3 12.9 14.l 10.6 17.9 11.1 -16.5 16.1 
4 16.8 14.3 17.0 l.9.6 17.6 24.4 17.5 
5 18.9 13.7 21.3 21.8 14.9 22.9 18.9 
6 18.0 18.l 15.7 21.7 19.6 16.3 19.4 
7 or more 22.4 28.3 20.1 17.1 17.0 23.0 25.5 

Whether mother worked 
while student in school 

Yes, both elem. and H.s. 13.7 12.7 13.4 15.6 10.6 18.6 18.9 
Yes, elementary only 17.3 19.2 12.7 28.7 16.3 22.1 15.2 
Yes, high school only 10.7 11.7 .9.0 9.3 19.6 11.8 11.7 
No 12.4 11.0 9.5 21.1 19.9 18.0 21.6 

Religious affiliation 
Protestant 13.0 . 12.6 11.6 17.8 11.7 18.1 17.4
Catholic 11.6 9.6 10.8 11.0 17.4 14.9 18.9
Jewish 8.8 10.3 6.8 
Other 18.9 19.3 19.0 29.3 14.3 20.1 20.0None 23.6 24.4 24.6 20.2 18.9 30.8 24.1 

Religiousity 
Very religious 9.3 8.3 4.7 21.2 15.3 14.9 20.8Somewhat religious 12.4 10.8 11.8 15.8 12.6 17.3 16.5Not religious 19.1 18.9 18.0 25.8 14.3 21.3 22.9 ---------------------------------~-----------~-----------------------

Mother's Work Status 

A question of recent policy interest is whether mothers' employment affects the educ-
ational outcomes of children. In this analysis, we consider whether the likelihood of a 
st:udent's dropping out is affected by wh·ether the mother works outside the home while the 
student_ attends elementary school, high school, or both. The results are surprisingly 
mixed: First, the dropout rates of students whose mothers work only while the students 
attend high school are lower than _the rates for students whose mothers do not work at all 
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(wjth the exception of white males). Second, the rates for students whose mothers work 
~niy while the students attend elementary school are significantly higher than rates for 
those whose mothers do not work at all (except for black and Hispanic females). But 
third, the rates for students whose mothers work during both the elementary and high 
school years fall in between the rates of the other two groups. We do not know why the 
mother's e'mployment throug_hout the student's school career should have·tess of a negative 
effect on dropping out than employment.during the elementary years only. A conjecture is 
that mothers employed throughout tend to· have greater tabor· force attachment, and hence 

. higher income and SES than mothers employed only during certain intervals; however, it is 
·by no means certain that this accounts for the results. · · - · · ·. • 

The effect of mother's work status differs sharply for male and female students in 
one respect: male dropoutrates are niuch more sensitive than female rates to whether the 
mother worked while the student attended elementary school. Dropout rates for males ofall ra~e/eUinicity groups are much higher in the mother-worked-while~in-elementary-school-only group than in any of the other "mother-worked" categories. There is no such effect 
for females. As to interracial differences, the most conspicuous item is that the 
mother's not working a.t a.11--a p:ositive factor for whites--is a negative factor for 
bt'acks. ·This in.ay be because the statµs of nonworking mother is associated with relatively 
lower SES and income ·1evels ·for blacks than for whites and that the SES and income f ac-
tors, rather than the mother's working per se, account for the dropout-rate differential. 

Religious Affiliation 

There are significant differences in dropout rates among students with different 
· religious affiliatfons. Riites for Catholics a.re gene~ally lower than rates for Protes-
tants, and _rates for Jews a.re lower still. Students who claim "oth;:." or no religious af-
·riliation drop out at niuch.higher r_ates than those who identify •~em-;e'ves as Catholics, 
Protestants~ or J.ews. The relative rates differ by sex, however. /Ji 110... males, the 
Catholic dropout rate is significantly lower than the Protestant t •1 re at i not signifi-
cantiy higher than the Jewish rate. Among females, the cgtholh- ..rnd ·otestant rates are 
almost_ equal~ but the Jewish rate is much lower than both . . 

Religiousity 

We u.se the term "religiousity" to characterize students according to their responses 
to the question, "Do you think of yourseif as a religious person?" The permitted answers 

. !!,re "yes~ very,"· "yes, _somewhat," and "no, not at all." The dropout rate decreases sharp-
ly "Ylith incr;asi11g religiousity. It is _1pore than twice as high among students who des-

. cril,e themselve$ as n~t religious at aU as among those who call themselves very reli-
. gious. Tp.e relatio"Q.~hip between. dropping out an_d religiousity exists for white males and 
females ~nd for_ Hispa'nic males buUs; not discernible for blacks or Hispanic females. 
Among whites, it is stronger for females than for males because of the low rate at which 
"very ·religious" wh_ite females leave scho_ol. 

-- Another HS&B question on religion asked how frequently students attend religious ser-
vices.. The results (not shown in the table) are similar to those for the religiousity 
itcm--i.e., a decline in the dropout rate as the frequency of religious attendance in-
creases. 

THE MOLTIVARIATE ANALYSIS7 

Because many of the socioeconomic and other family background variables are inter-
twined with one another, it takes a multivariate analysis to sort out their net effects. 

· We have conducted that analysis, as explained in Chapter II, using the event-history meth-
odology: The results reported here are derived from equations in which the explanatory 
variables include many of the personal and family background characteristics of students 
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discussed above plus regional and urbanicity variables, which are explained below. The 
results are expressed as multiplicative effects of each variable (other things being 
equal) on the probability of dropping out. 

Table 4.3 presents findings from th,e event-history model concerning the effects of 
selected SES and 0th.er famlly backgroµnd characteristics on dropout rates. Figures are 
given for the same :six ra~.e/eth:nic~ty•sgx categorie_s a~ in t~e foregoing descriptive data 
tables and for aU· six groups combined . The ,entries m this table are dropo}lt-rat_e 
w.i.Q1; that is~ t~ey represent the factor l>y which the dropout rate. changes m response 
to tile ind_icated change 'in an explii?atory variable. 17or example, the entry 1.20 in the 
comparison between ·st.udents with fathers in .the lQw-level and mid-level occupational. 
categorfes at the top or' the first column of the table signifies that those with fathers . 
in_ lowO:ievel jobs are 1.2 times, or 20 percent, more likely to drop out, other things · 
being equal, as tffose whh fathers in mid-level jobs. 

To see the· relationship between these results and the descriptive data on dropout 
rates, consider the ftrst column of Table 4~3, which pertains to all race/ethnicity groups 

. arid sexes combined: Note tha(a.11 the following r_es_ults are consistent with the dropout• 
rate differences reported abo:ve: (a) the dropout rate is higher for students whose mothers 
or fathers work _ht ,!o·w-lev¢l jobs than,fof those whose parents work in mid-level jobs (it 

, is ·higher for students with parents in high-level· than in mid-level jobs but not signifi-
canHy -so), _(b)Jhe rate decreaies with, l>oth father's and mother's educational level, (c) 
it decreases slightly with i:p.creasihg fap:1ily income, (d) it is higher for students with 
on.Jy one 'parenfin the home and higher still for students with neither parent at home, (e) 
it increases with the number;1~f siblings,'(() it is hig'her if the mother worked during the 
.student's elementary school y·ears l?ut not if the mother worked only during the student's 
high school years, andJg) Jtdecr~~ses:with increasing religiousity. 
· Onthe other hand, the magnitudes of the effects in Table 4.3 are considerably dif-

Jerert( (rom those suggested by th(c:~ulier gross_d1:"C>_pout-fate comparisons. In particular, 
the differences associated with SES v:,iriable~ are considerably smaller in the multivariate 
arialysis. This, .,of course, is exactly ·wha.t <>J1e wo:uld expect, given the strong colfoearity 
among the various S~S factors! :f'or example, according to the gross dropout rate compar-
'isons in Table 4.1, the prot,ability of dropping out is 50 percent les·s for students whose 
'fathers ~te "college· grad;uates or more~ as for those whc:>se fathers are "high school grad-
uates ofily/ but according to Table 4.3 t_he reduction in die rate associated with four 
additional years of father's educ.ation is only 15 percent. The reason for the difference 
is that th~ level of fat_her's ep.u~atio.n is gorrel_ated with other status-indicators. On 
average, a student with a college-educated father is also likely to have a more educated 
lllQther, higher Jncome, arid both pa:r¢Iits in higt,_er occupational strata than a student with 
only a high~_schqoi-educated father. -Naturally~ therefore, the effect of father's educa-
tion appears g·teater when nothing is controlled than when the other SES factors are held 
constant . 

. The combined effects of differences in multiple attributes may be estimated by multi-
plying together the individual _effects sh'own in Table 4.3. Thus, for example, the com-
bined effect of having !22.ili a father and a mother with college rather than high school 

·d_i_plo_mas, and· a father wit~ .a mid~level ratheg than low-level occupation would be a reduc-
tion. m the dropout probability by 40 percent . 

An.other perspective on the relationship between gross and net effects on dropout 
rates is offered by Table 4.4~ which p'rovi4es side-by-side comparisons of relative gross 
and net rates_. The entries 1n th~ first coI.u,iJln of this table are ratios of gross dropout 
rates from tables 4.1 alld 4.2. ·The second column is repeated from Table 4.3. Note that 
in the cases of SES variables, the increases or reductions in dropout rates always appear 
~uch larger in the gross, or uncoritrolled, comparison than in the multivariate comparison. 
This reflects the ·afpremention~d colinearity. The same is not trµe of the non-SES vari-
ables, howeveJ'.. The dropout-rate differen~es associated with, e.g., family structure, 
mother's work status, and religion diminish only moderately when other factors are held 
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-Table 4.3 

ESTIMATED_EFFECTS OF SELECTED SOCIOECONOMIC AND OTHER 
. BACKGROUND VARIABLES ON .RELATIVE .DROPOUT RATES, 

EVENT-HISTORY MODEL, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 
--------------------------~-----------------------~-----~-------------+------- Race/ethnicity and sex-----------+ 

Variable and · White Black Hispanic 
Basis for Comparison All Male Female Male Female Male Female -------------------------------------------------------------.-------------
Father's occupation: 

; . 

Low-level/mid-level 1.20• 1.31* 1.19* 1.04 1.72* .81 1.21 
High-level/mid-level .96 .96 .85 .75 2.25 \ 1.34 .78 

Mother's occupation: 
tow-level/mid-level 1.13* 1.08 .97 .87 · 1.45 1.96* 1.46 
High-level/mid-level • 93 • 94 .78 1.12 .90 .91 1.14 
Homemaker/mid-level 1.07 1.13 1.04 1.44 .78 1.01 1.10 

Father's education: 
Each.additional year .96* .99 .92* 1.00 1.06 .95* 1.00 
[Additional 4 years] .as .94 .71 .98 1.24 .so 1.00 

Mother's education: 
Each additional year .95* .98 1 

• • 93* .98 .85* .99 .94* 
(Additional 4 years] .84 .91 .75 .93 .52 .98 .76 

Family income: 
Additional $1,000 .98* .98* .98* .99 1.00 .97* .99 

Parents in home: 
. mother only/both parents 1.28* 1.49* 1.06 1.06 2.08* 1.11 1.49 
father only/both parents 1.65* 1.66* 1.31 .85 2.26 1.80 2.74* 
neither/both· parents 2.06* 2.20* 3.13* 2.22* 1.28 .98 1.84 

Number of siblings:
One additional sibling 1.11* 1.14* 1.10* 1.03 1.24* 1.08* 1.09* 

Mother worked: 
During elementary years 1.36* 1.55* 1.40* 1.42 .43* 1.05 1.38 
During high school years .99 1.05 1.17 .64* 1.35 .92 .62* 

Religious affiliation: 
Catholic/Protestant .97 .92 1.15 .94* 1.41 .87 1.01 
Jewish/Protestant .98 1.13 .98 

. Other/Protestant 1.38* 1.34* 1.38* 1.37 1.47 1.30 1.28 

Religiousity: 
High/Moderate .81* .74* .64* .97 1.56 1.10 .98 
Low/Moderate· 1.42* 1.54* 1.41* L,21 .89 1.38 1.44 

-----------------------------~---~-------------------~-----------------Note: estimates followed by* are significantly different from 1.0 
at the .10 level of probability. 
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Table 4.4 

COMPARISON. OF RELATIVE GROSS DROPOUT RATES
W:CTH RELATIVE; NE'T .. RATES IMPLIED BY THE 

MULTIVARIATE MODEL, ALL RACES AND.SEXES 
-----------------------------------------~-----Relative Relative 

Gross Net Rates· 
·variable and Dropout (from :· 

Basis for Comparison. Rates . - Table 4. 3) 
-------------------~----------------------~----Fa~her•s occupation:

Low-level/mid-J,.evel 1.34 · 1.20 
High-level/mid-level .62 .96 

Mother's occupation: 
,Low-level/mid-level 1.45 1.13 
High-level/mid-level .83 .93 
Homemaker/mid-level 1.22 1.07 

Father's education: 
Additional 4 years .so .85 
Additional 6 years i .30 .78 

Mother's education: 
Additional 4 years .57 .84 
Additional 6 years .29 .74 

Family income: 
Additional $1,000 N.A. .98 

Parents in home: 
mother only/both parents 1.66 1.28 
father only/both parents 1.78 1.65 
neither/both parents 2.ss 2.06 

Number of siblings: 
One additional sil;>ling 1.20 1.11· 

Mother worked: 
Elem years only/no work 1.40 1.36 
Elem and H.S./no work 1.10 .99 

!-'.; Religious affiliation: 
Catholic/Protestant .89 .97 
Jewish/Protestant .68 .98 
Other/Protestant 1.63 1.38 

Religiousity: 
High/Moderate .75 .81 
Low/Moderate 1.54 1.42 

-----------------------------------~----------
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cqn.stant. · This signifies that such variab.les as "parents present in the home," "nu~ber of 
siblings," :i_nd "mother's work status" do not act merely as proxies for socioeconomic 
status but.have independent effects on dropping out. 

· Note ·atso that some relationships suggested by the descriptive data do not recur when 
other (actors are controlled. For instance, the multivariate analysis does not confirm 
_tJ;at students with parents. in high-level occ1,1pations (or with homemaker mothers) drop out 
_at lo.wer· rates than stuclents with parents fn mi.d-level occupations, nor that Catholic or 
Ji:wish students drop 01:1t it significantly lower rates than Protestant students. The im-
plication is that the differences (ound in the descriptive analysis stem f.rom otherfac-
fors· correlated -whh these aspects of student backgrounds. ' 

Only i few factors ca·n be identified as statistically significant influences on drop-
c,ut rates in pa_rticular· tac~/et_h.nicity.:sex categories. This is particularly true of the 
minority ci:itegoriei;, for which subsample slzes 3re relatively small. Among whites, the 
effe~t$ of family inco_~e apd Io.w-1¢vel verslls mid-level father;s occupation are confirmed, 
as aJ'.e those of the num9er o~ siblings, the mother's working during the student's elemen-

.tary .school years, and the retlgipusity ·ractor, but 'the effects of mother's occupation 
· (high- versus ·mid-level) and both mother's and faiher's. education show up as significant 
only for female stud.ents..For nonwhites, only occasional variables show up as significant 

. for particular gi-"oups, and tbete. is little intergroup consistency. 
. . . . _Given the :paucity of statistic=aUy significant parameter estimates, we are generally 
un_aQle to determine wheth_¢r the intergroup differ~nces in dropout patterns observed in the 
descdptiv_e, data hold 'up when other variables arc .controlled. Among whites, there is sup-

. port for the finding that fe'male dropout rates are more sensitive than male dropout rates 
-to parebts' educational an;d occupational leyels.· Als<:S~ female rates are less strongly af-
fected by the abseDce of one 'parent from the home. There is also some evidence that black 
female dropout rates are influenced mo.re _strongly th~n_ black male dropout rates by SES 
factors--fo fact, no S::ES (actor is tpund tp ha.ve a significant effect on the black male 
rate.. ()therwJse, small subsample size precludes any definitive statements about interra-
ciat"differerices in the determinants of dropping out. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Both the multivariate analysis an(;{ fhe simple bivariate comparisons of dropout rates 
ttmqng subgroups demo~strate the jmportatJpe of socioeconomic and other family background 

· ch..a:racteristics as d,etermfoants of dropping ~ut. Students with the least favorable back-
grol.lnd chara.ctedstics--t~ose with parents in low-leveljobs, parents who are relatively 

_~n~ducated (espe.dally parents_ wJ:io are 'high sc'.h.ool dropouts themselves), who come from 
one-parent hollseholds and large (amilies-.:are three to five times more at risk of not com-
i:>Iedng high s1:hool than students' from advantaged backgrounds. There is some evidence 

._ that f emal-! dropping out is more $ensitive th~n· male dropping out to SES and other back"... 
ground fac~ors and tliat black ipale rates are the least sensitive of all. However, many 
other lntersex _and interracial differences that show up in gross dropout-rate comparisons 
are not confirmed by the multivariate results. 

The effects of socio~conomic and other background characteristics on dropping out 
h?,ve; of c6urse, been demonstrated, in earlier studies (see Chapter I), but certain of the 
fi~dings reported here are le.ss well established. In particular, the roles of the 
"parents in home;" v_ariables,_ mo!her's work status during the elementary and high school 
years, ~n_d the religioiis affiliation and religfousity variables have received little at-
tention. Also, the interracial differenc::.es fo relationships of dropping out to particular 
background variables appear not to have previously been examined in detail. In the latter. 
regard, one of 'the more important co~c,h1sions about interracial differences emerges from 
the de_scriptive rather than the muHivariate analysis: _dropout rates among students with 
the least favorable background characteristics are no higher among -minorities than among 
whites, implying that it is the differences in socioeconomic and family composition among 
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. 
race/ethnicity groups, rather than ~ace/ethnicity per se, that account for interracial diffe.re~ces. , 
in gross rates of dropping out. .. ·. · .. ' · · ' . . 

Footnotes: 

1. The HS&B questions on fa.thcr•s and m·othc-r's occupations offer choices among 16 occup-
ationai classifications. For the purpose of this analysis, we grouped the 16 into 
three broad categ6ries: a "mana:gerial/prof~ssio°"al/technical" category comprising the 
HS&B class~s 1,1ianager/~dministratdr, profession~! (2 different classifications), teac-
her, and technical; a "mid~le\;el" c~tegory con:sisting of the clerfoal, craftsman, 
farmer, milit'aiy, propdetor, proteetive service,, and sales classifications; and a . 
"low-level" category made up of the laborer, operative, and service worker classi-
fications. 

2. T·he "homemaker" classification· appears jn both th_e rather's · occupation and mother's 
occupation items of the HS&B survey, but <>n.ly a. finy percentage of students (just 

. : over O,f petcent) reported fathers in this'category, while 15.8 percent described 
their ·Jnoiliers' as bomcmaket$, J°hllS, "honieinaker" is treated as a separate category for 

· mothers bu(included in the low~level occupational category for fathers. 

3. In the first follow-up survey, students were asked in which third and which eighth of 
the distributio_n their.families belojiged. Only the base-year responses were used in 
t'his a·nalysis. Subsequent analyses may use a i:leaned, composite measure of family 
income. 

4. The he>usehold-possessions component is 'based on the number of the following items 
repcirfed a.s: present in the student;s househo.ld: a daily newspaper, an encyclopedia or 
reference books, a typewriter, an electric dishwasher, two or more cars that run, 
more than 50 books, a room of one's own, and a pocket calculator. 

S. One possible reason for the lack of a relationship is .that SES scores may be espe-
c;ially unreliable for blacks, a possibility that has been noted in the literature 
(see, e.g., Bieiby and Hauser, 1977). · 

6. These figures are for pµblic sch<>ols only and consequently omit a much larger frac-
tion of Catllollc high schQ0l stude11Js .tha_n protestants, The gap between Catholic and 

. J>roteslant drop.oufiates be,c_omes fatger when pµbljc and private students are consid-
. ered together. J'he co.mbi11ed rates are 1.0.3 petc~nt for Catholics and 12.9 percent 

for Protest~nts; theraies·Jor Qia:lcs ate 9;9·and 14.0 pe·rcent, respectively, and for 
females 10.6 ~nd 11.8 percent, resp:ectiyely. Note that t.he Catholic female dropout 
rate .is below t~e Protestant female rate when p:ri'vate schools are included but above 
it (although not ·significantly so) when they are not. 

7. The descriptive. analyses used the HS&B student classifier variable (FUSTTYPE) to 
clefh1e dropouts. while the niµltivaria.,te aµa._lyses used _the composite status variable 
(HSDIPLOM) to. def.inc dropouts. _In a,dcljtiC)n, the descriptive analyses excluded 
missing cases while th.e niultiyariate ·analyses used come imputed data. Either .of 

.· these differences in the descriptive and multivariate analyses may have produced 
different estimates. 

8. The event-history equation for all six race/ethnicity~sex groups combined contains a 
set of race/ethnicity-sex dummy variables as well as the other independent variables 
mentioned above. 
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, 9. I.e., taking as the base case a stud.ent whose parents are both high school graduates 
in low".'level occupations, o~e would multiply that student's estimated dropout rate by 
~85 and .84 to represent the cffcc:ts of both parents' being college graduates and 
then divide by L20 to represent the effect of the father being in a mid-level rather 
than a low-level job. The calculation is (.85 x .84)/1.20 = .60, which indicates a 
fall in the dropout rate to 60 percent of its initial value, or a 40 percent reduc-

. tion. 

·i 
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_V. DROPOUT RATES IN RELATION TO LOCATIONAL 
. . AND ECONOMIC FACTORS 

There are strong a priori arguments, as well as findings from previous research, to 
suggest that dropout rates are likely to depend on environmental conditions as well as on 
the personal backgroundchara·cteiistics of students. In this section, we consider two 
sets of environmental vari'a'.t,les: locational facfors--namely, geographic region and urban, 
suburban, or rural focation; and local economfo conditions, as represented by per capita 

-- income, wages, the unemployment rate, and the rate of employment growth. As in the pre-
- vfous chapter, we look first at the descriptive data and then at findings from ~ultivar-

iate models regarding the effects of these variables. 

REGIONAL AND URBAN-SUBURBAN-RURAL DIFFERENCES 

Gross dropout rates differ substantially both among the major regions of the United 
· S~ates and among high sc~_oqls locate4 in ~rban~ suburban, and rural places. As shown in 
. ta:ble 5.1, the rates tire abou.t Olle-third higher in the South and West than in the North-
ea:st .and' North Centralregions, _aborit 40 sjercent higher in urban than suburban places, and 
~lightly higher in.rural areas ihan in subtti~s~ In ·addition, there are interaction ef-
fects between region and urbanicity. The data in Table 5.2 show that the highest urban 
dropout rates a_re found in the region~ where· overaUdropout rates are lowest, namely, the 
Northwest ~nd North C~ntral st:;ttes. The differentials between. urban and suburban or rural 
rates are also large and positive in _these two regions. In contrast, urban dropout rates 
in the South are equal to. rural rates an_d only slightly higher than suburban rates, while 
i~ the West the Urban rates-_are actually below thdse in suburban and rural areas. Thus, 
the relative rate qf dropping .out in urban centers, which figures so prominently in 
Tat?te 5.1, turns out to be a '.regional phenomenon--one characteristic of the Northeast and 
North Central areas but not the rest of the country. 

Intertegiortal di(ferep.ces in dropout .rates vary by race/ethnicity and by sex. 
Whereas wpite dropout rates are 50 t<> 60 percent higher in the South .and West than in the 
Northeastern and North Centtalsfafes, tile P.~ttern of black dropout rates is the reverse: 
50 .to 60 percent higher in Jhe Northeast and North Central regions than in the South and 
West. This reversal is especialiy ~onspic1fous for females. Black females in the South 
and West !frap outat significantly 19:wer ·rates than white females (or any other group), 
While bl~ck females. in the North¢ast'and Nqrth Central areas drop out at double the white 
female rates. Interiegionaf differences in the dropout rates of black males are rela-

. tively snj.all--about 25 percent low.er inlhe SQuth and West than elsewhere. What is 
nota~le, however, is that while black ma(es' i_n the Northeast and North Central regions 
have double the dro.polit .rate of ·whites, black male dropout rates in the South and West 
·exceed the white rates by less than 20 percent. Relative to whites, therefore, blacks 
fare better in the South and West than in other regions. . 

. Hispanics, over~ll, e_xhibit the:: least interregional variation in dropout rates; how-
c::v~r•·on: clqser iii'spectiori it turns out that this reflects the lack of variation in rates 
·among Hispanic felilales. The dropout rates tor Hispanic males, like those for whites but 
unlike those for blacks, are higher in the South and West than in the Northeast and North 
Central regions. 

According to Table 5.1, dropout rates for all groups are higher in the urban centers 
.. than in suburban and rural areas. The.differences are smaller (or males than for females 
· and for white aQ,d Hjspa11ic males than.,fcir black'.·males. Rural dropout rates are higher 

than suburban rates tor ·btack and Hispanic males but about equal to- s·uburban rates for 
white ina.les; rural rates .are equal to or lower than suburban rates for black and Hispanic 
females but .substantially higher for white females. . 

. It turns out, however, that many of these differences in gross dropout rates cannot 
be attributed to urban, suburban, or rural location per se (or to characteristics of 
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·• urban suburban ·and rural environments) but are due, rather, to differences in the demo-
• I •·graphic and socioeconomic characteristics of students who live in such places. This will 

be brought out in the discussion of results from the multivariate analysis, below. 

Table 5.1 

DROPOUT RATES IN RELATION TO REGION AND URBANICITY, 
PUBLIC.HIGH SCHOOL.STUDENTS, BY.RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

--~---------------------------------------------------------------+----- Race/ethnicity and Sex--------+ 
Locational or White .Black Hispanic 
Economic Factor All Male Female Male Female Male Female 

All students combined 14.4 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.l 18.9 19.3 

Geographic region
·Northeast 11.9 10.8 8.3 24.0 19.5 16.l 20.5 
South 16.6 16.9 15.8 18.9 10.7 21.4 18.9 
North Central 12.3 10.5 11.2 24.4 22.0 14.1 18.9 
West 16.5 18.1. 15.0 17.6 ·9.6 19.6 _20.5 ... 

Type of place 
Urban 18.1 15.7 J..5.3 24.4 16.6 20.6 26.2 
Suburban -12.8 13.4 10.8 16.3 11.9 17.4 16.9 
Rural 14.3 13.0 13.8 19.1 11.9 19.4 15.3 

-------~----------------------------------------------------~----
Table 5.2 

D~OPOUT RA~ES BY REGION AND trn,BANICITY, PUBLIC SCHOOL 
S'l'UDENTS, 'ALL RACE/ETHNIC GRou·ps AND SEXES COMBINED 

~-------------------------------------------------------------+---- Type of Place----+ All 
Region Urban Suburban Rural Places 

------------------------------------------------~-------------Northeast 19.8 8.6 11.4 11.9 
South 17.3 15.8 17.2 16.6 
North Central 19.6 10.3 10.7 12.3 

_West 14.6 16.9 17.0 16.5 
Whole U.S. 18.l 12.8 14.3 14.4 
------------~------------------------------------~-------~----
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Among the major unresolved. questions concerning influences on dropping out are those 
concerning effects of local ecpnomic c;onditiorts--especially labor-market conditions--on 

_ studepts' deci_sions to leave school. Wr: made aspecial effort, described in Chapter II, 
·. to append place-specific economic variables to the HS&B files so that such effects could 

be investigated. Even so, the data limitations are severe, and most of the variables that 
· should enter, in theory, into an analysis of economic influences on students' decisions to 

leave school are unavailable. Consequently, we are able to offer only exploratory find-
ings on wheth~r the economic environment bears significantly on the rate of dropping out. 
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. . -According to the prevailing h'uman capital model of demand for education, individu~ls 
make their schooling (or nonschooling) decisions in. pap on the ba~is. of the expected -' 
returns to alternative types and amounts of education . Thus, decisions to drop out of 
high school sho~ld be irifluen,ced by, among other things, the expected economic benefits 
a11d costs of high school completion. More specifically, holding constant such personal 
ra,ctrirs· as family SES and ability, .the propensity to drop out should be a function of the 
expected net returns :to graduation, which, ln tµrn,.should be negatively related to the 
expected ·earn,ings and. the expecte4 availabi)ity of jobs for high school graduates and 
posi'tiveJy related to'wage levels and en,tployment prospects in fields open to dropouts. 
Assui:nin'g rui:iher that the e~onomic dpportunides facing individuals are location-specific 
(i.e., t~at individuals areJess ~h'a]) perfectly mobile), we wou.Id expect dropout rates to. 
vary among localities in'relatioli to differences in loi::al earnings and employment pros-

. pects' for persons who do ·and do not' COinJ:>lete high school. (Note that such comparisons 
should take irito account the long-ter:m, or lifetime, wage and employment prospects facing 
dropouts and nondropouts, not just prospects during the period immediately following 
schooling.) 

Unfortunately, data are _not av~ilable that would allow us to quantify either actual 
or expected t;ttes of return_ to high s~'hool graduation. In particular, the types of data 
that have 'been obtained, or -~ou~d reasonably have been obtained, for this study do not 

. distinguish between the labor 'jnarkefcoijditions facing high school graduates and those 
facing high schoo}dropoilts. ·For e,',tatri.ple, we do not liave separate indicators of local 
wages in low-skilled and ):iigher-skiUed jobs, nor of unemployment rates or job avail-
a!)Jlityin oci::tipatigns likely tQ be 6pen to high school dropouts. We are unable, there-

. fore;, to co~istruct even proxy nieastires Qfgeographjcally specific rates of return to high 
. school graduatioiJ. We have :only been a.ble 'to test tor relationships between the dropout 

rate and certain broad inc:ticators of local economic conditions: per capita income, the 
wage: level (iii manufactu}ing),; the oyerall un~itlployment rate, and the rate of employment 
growth. Th.i.s is not equ~valenfto testing for effects of geographical variations in the 
eco~omic: retu:rns to high school completion, and .that is why we deem the exerc.ise only a 
preffminary examination of economic effects. 
, Table 5.3 shows how dropout rates vary (by race/ethnicity and sex} in relation to the 
aioreµientionec;i broad indicators of loc.al. economic conditions. Specifically, the in-
dic'ator~ are (l)' coµJ1ty p~r capita persp1',al in~bme in 1980-81, (2) the average SMSA un-
employment ra,te during 1980-81, (3) the SMSA eiriployment growth rate between 1980 and 1982, 
and (4)the' average S~A wage: le_Yel in manu(acturing in 1980-81. The SMSA has been chosen . 
as the unit of ana.1ysH fpr the di.tee labor.:.market variables, unemployment, employment 
growth, and wage level, because labor:.~arke.ts are more likely to coincide with SMSAs than 
With individual co1,1nties. · that is, an in4ividual who lives or attends school in. one 
cpunty of. an SMSA is 'tikely to s¢ek employment throughout the whole metropolitan area, not 
OJ1ly within the.county of scho0Ji'J1g or_resiqerice. -The county has been chosen as the unit 
for _mf!asuriiig _per ~apita. i~:o,ine because a county-level .figure _is ~ikely to approximate 
more closely _Ute per capita income of a student•s own community . We have used 1980-81 
averages fo piost c~ses bec;iuse mo_sf <:>f the dropping out observable from the HS&B survey 
data to9k place during that period (i.e.: HS&B folfow.;.up survey data were collected early 
in 1982). In the_·case of employment gfowth, however, we mea!fured growth over the two-year 

. 1980-82 period to provide greater stability than could be obtained from growth-rate fig-
ures for a single year. 

. In general, Table 5.3 shows only weak and ~rratic associatiojs, if any, between drop-
out rates ~nd the SMSA.~level and coµnty-level economic variables . In the case of~ 
capita income, the only 9lear~cut relations~ip is that students from counties in the 
lowest income q11artile drop o-gt at a substantially. higher rate than students from counties 
in the top income quartile. '.Even this result applies only to whites. No systematic 
relationship is discerniple for blacks, .and for Hispanics, the relationship actually seems 
to run in the opposite direction. ihe SMSA unemployment rate is unrelated to dropout 
rates of whites, Hispanics, and students in general. Black dropout rates do appear to be 
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positively related to the unemployment rate, but the multivariate results (discussed 
., below) indicate that this is merely an artifact of the concentration of blacks in certain 

··geographical areas. There is a. moderate positive association between the dropout rate and 
SMSA employment growth. but when specific subgroups are examined:,... the pattern becomes 
harder. to disc.e·rn. Although th.ere is a theoretical basis for a positive relationship--
namely, th.at droi,ping out to find a job becomes more attractive relative to staying in 

·. school when employment is e~p~mding--it is not clear that anything more is evidenced in 
the table tlian th·e geo·graphical distribution of groups Jikely to drop out. Finally, therels a negative relatipnship, for males only, between the overall dropout rate and the SMSA 
· mamff"actu'ring wage teveL the fall-off in dropout rates occurs entirely between the first 
an_d' sec<ind wage-level quartiles; ther~ is no systematic or significant decline thereafter. 
It is !ikely that the.wage rate, in this case, is serving mainly as a proxy for the level 
of income in each SMSA, and hence that the negative relationship between wage level· and 
the l:irapout rate)s nothing more than an cc.ho of the negative relationship to, per capita 
income 'mentioned earlier. Ail these· relationships are shaky, and as will be seen, most do 
not hold u'p when the SES and other personal background characteristics of students are 
statistically controlled. 

Table 5.3 

DROPOUT RATES tN.RELATION TO I,,QCAL,ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, 
. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

~--------------------------------------~-----------------------------+----~--- Race/ethnicity and Sex-------+ 
Locational or 7 White Black Hispanic 
Economic Factor All Male Female Male Female Male Female 

County per capita income 
First (lowest) quartile 16.2 15.8 15.6 20.9 14.7 17.8 14.1 
Second·quartile 13.4 13.5 11.9 20.3 7.8 15.6 19.l 
Third quartile 15.7 14.0 14.0 22.5 14.7 22 • .J 23.6 
Fourth (highest) quartile 12.7 11.8 9.6 19.0 15.3 18.6 19.6 

SMSA unemployment rate 
First (lowest) quartile 14.6 13.8 13.7 18.3 7.0 11 .8 24.1 
Second quartile 14.2 13.2 12.0 21.s 15.9 18.8 16.7 
Third quartile 13.2 14.0 9.2 20.1 14.4 19.9 17.8 
Fourth (highest) quartile 15.7 13.3 15.3 22.2 18.9 18.9 19.6 

SMSA Employment growth rate 
First (lowest) quartile 13.5 13.2 12.9 ·17.9 10.2 18.6 
Second quartile 14.0 11.2 11.1 23.6 20.4 19.4 
Third quartile ,13.4 13.2 11.l 24.l 14.2 14.3 17,5 
Fourth (highest) quartile 16.6 16.7 14.8 17.0 10.2 21.1 22.0 

SMSA manufacturing wage 
level 
First (lowest) quartile 16.4 16.5 12.8 23.4 14.4 21.0 
second quartile ~3.6 13.5 12.2 17.6 10.5 17.3 19,l 
Third quartile 13.2 10.8 12.3 19.7 14.9 19.C 20.4 
Fourth (highest) quartile 14.3 13.9 12.9 18.6 18.4 16.9 19.5 

------------------------~----~------------------~-------------~-----
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FINDINGS FROM THE MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Using the previously described event-history methodology, we conducted a multivariate 
analysis of the effects of locational and economic variables on the dropout rate, holding· 
·student characteristics constant. The. multivariate. model is the same as that cited in · 
Chapter IV~-that is, a model in which the. explanatory variables include region, ur~an-
icjty, local. economic conditions, s.ocioeconomic status variables, and the other family . 
Jackgroiiild variables analyzed earlier. We experimented with alternative forms ?f this 
·model, altowing for different. combinations of, .an:d interactions among, the locational and 
economfo factors. The results .shown below (Table 5.4) are from the final, stripped down 
version, frc>m which statisiically i~significant variables have been deleted.· As before, 

· tJie table entrie; are diopout-i~te ratios, represr.nting the multiplicative factors by . 
'whic.h the dropout rates c~angeln response to the specified changes in the explanatory 
variables. Estimates are presented for th.e six separate race/ethnic and sex categories ' 
and for all groups combined. . 

.The results in Table S.4 corroborate some, but by no means all, of the regional and 
urbanicity effects detected' in the descriptive analysis. The figures show that dropout 
rate.s tend to be· higher; .:o.tller tpffrgs befog equal, in the South and West than in the other 
regiOns (NoriJieast ~nd N~rtp ~entral) and higher a_lso in urban places than in suburban and 
rural places. But they sljow .also that the urban etfect is regional rather than national, 
applying in the Ncfrtheast and Northcentral states but almost "washing out" in the West and 
South. To. illustrate, the entries in ··the first ·column of the table--for all race/ethnic 
groups and sex.es combined--show that estimated dropout rates in the nonurban South and 
West (liolding perSonal cliaracteristics coniftant) a.reiabout 1.6 times as great as rates in . 
the ·noriurban No'rtheastern ;ind· North Cen.tral regions; urban dropout rates are about 1.8 

)imes as great as non"Qrban tates irt the latter two regions; but urban dropout rates in the 
South and West are q.nly LI and 1,2 'times greater, respectively, than the nonurban rates 
in those regions. (The latter ratio,s are ob.t~ined ·by multiplying the national urban 
factor, 1.76. by the regio·n~urban foterac.tion factors, .63 and .70 for the South and West, 
respectively). Differences between the Northeast and Northcentral regions and between. 

· rural and suburban areas proved ins1gn1ficant (disparities in gross dropout rates not-
withstanding) and are not reflected in the table. · 

· ·· · The intertac~al disparities in regional dropout patterns detected in the descriptive 
data analysis gtneraUy are det~ctable 9n.ly in dilute form, if at all, when SES and other 
backg.i'Qund characteristics of stude.nts are held c.onstant. In particular, the aforemen-
tloned sharp r~vei,sal iii gi:oss dtopout-rate patterns, wherein black females, contrary to 
white females, dtop out,,attnuch lower rat~s in .the South and West than elsewhere, is not 
confirmed by the muitivariate r~sµJts. Unlike \Vhite females, black females, according to 
Table 5.4, do not drop out at higher rates .fo the South and West than elsewhere but 

.neither do the·y drop o:ut at significantly lower rates. The event history estimates do 
~Onfirm, however, tha(beiilg located in a northern urban area has a stronger positive ef-
fect on the bl~ck mate dropout ra~e than on the ta~es for other groups. According to the 
multivariate model, urban black mafes inthe Northeast. and North Central regions arc near-
ly three tim.es as likely" i1ot to com.plete school as one would infer from personal and fam-
ily background characteristics _alone. 

· · The multivariate analysis provides even less evidence than the descriptive analysis 
of effects of local economic conditions on the dropout rate. Three of the four economic 
indicators treated in the_ .c;fesc:riptive data analysis, the SMSA unemployment rate, the manu· 
facturing wage ·1evel, and per cal)'ita income were found to have no statistically signifi-

.. cant effects in ~ny versi9n of the 'model or for ·any group. The final economic variable, 
the SMSA employment growth rate, has no statistically significant relationship to the 
dropout rate for students in general but does have a strong negative association with the 
rate for black mafes--iii particular. That is, black males 

1 

are estimated to drop out at 
only a small fraction of their average rate in SMSAs where the employment growth rate is 
high. We have no explanation for this seemingly anomalous estimate. 
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. Table 5.4 

ESTIMATED ;EFFECTS OF SELEC'l'ED .. LOCATIONAL AND ECONOMIC 
VARIABLES ON RELATIVE DROPOUT RATES, 

PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 
---~----------------------------~-----------~--------~--------------+--------- Race/ethnicity and Sex---------+ 

Variable and · . . Whitea Black Hispanic 
Basis for comparison All Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Geographic regionb ·· 
South 1.63* l.72~ 1.62* 1.53 1.04 1.68 1.41 
West 1.57* 1.58* 1.77* 1.63 .63\ 1.58 1.10 

Urbanicity0 

Urban 1.76* 1.66* 1.44* 2.95* 1.56 1.00 1.03 

Region-urban interactiond 
Urban-south .63* .84 .91 .39* .57 .61 1.24 
Urban-West .70* .88 .77 .38* .52 .93 1.26 

Economic factors 
County per capita income 

(additional $1,000) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SMSA employment growth 1· 

rate (additional per-
centage point) .70 1.03 .72 .OS* 1.06 1.68 .95* 

Note: Estimates followed by* are ·significantly different from 
· 1 •. 00 at ie~st at the .10 level of probability.

8 There is no whitf:! total model described in this table. The 
_separate models for white males and white females should not be 
compared or consolidated. 

bThe b·asis of comparison for the regional dummy variables is the 
average dropout rate in the combined Northeast and North Central 
regions. · 

cThe basis .of comparisc>n for the urban dummy variable is the 
average dropout r~te in _suburban and rural places. 

~he basis of comparison for the interaction terms is the average 
dropout rate in nonurban places in the Northeast and North Central 
regions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The multivariate analysis confirms that there. are locational variations in dropout 
rat~s. over and aboye those that can be accounted for by interarea differences in the per-
sonal and f~mily backgrounds of students. Other things being equal, dropout rates are 
generaHr higher in the South and West than in t.he Northeastern and North Central regions 
~nd higher in urban than in rural 01'. s~_bu.rban places. However, the locational effects are 
not tne same for all groups. White fem.ates drop out at significantly higher rates in the 
$outh and West, while plack ftmales- do not. Being located in an urban area increases the 
· i,robabil~ty of dropping out _only modestly in the South and West but more sharply in the 
Northeastern and North Central states. In particular, black males in northern urban cen-
ters are at an especially high risk of not completing school. 
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Neither the descriptive nor the multivariate analysis indicates a systematic rela- ' 
tionship be.tween local economic conditions and dropping out. However, the analysis is in-
conclusive because of the limitations of the data. The available indicators do not 
reflect interarea differentials in the relative ec'onqmic opportunities available to high 
school graduates and high school dropouts and do dot provide even rough indicators of 

· · local differentials in :r~~es 'of 're~urn to high school graduation. Consequently, ·we have 
not been able to te.st the hum:an capital hypothesis fhat dropout rates should vary accord-
ing to .the e~pected e6<:>nomic retu'.rns to ·completing school. A definitive test would re-

. quire much more delaHed inforrriation on relative wages and employment opportunities in 
different occupations and/or ·for workers at different age, experience, and skill levels. 

Footnotes: 

1. T.he classic human capital reference is Becker (1975). An article that applies human 
capital theory specifically to dropouts is Hill (1979). 

2. Note that the county whose characteristics are associated with each student is that 
fo which the student last attended high school. This is not necessarily the same as 
the county fo. 'which the ~tUdent a'ttended school at the time of the HS&B base-year 
survey, nor is it ilecess~rity the same as the student's coµnty of residence at the 
tfrite of either th.e base-year :or the follow-up survey. Note also that students whose 
schools ate riot loca'ted · in SMSAs· have been as.signed labor-market characteristics 
equal to the statewide averages tor all non-SMSA counties. 

3. For the purpose of this analysis, c_ounties or SMSAs were grouped into quartiles ac-
. ~ordb1g JQ their rankings on e~ch of the ·eco~omic var.iables in question. Only the 
. 900 or so ·counti.es r.eptesented fnJhe H~&:S data base (those containing HS&B sample 

scJio9.ls) were considered in deflQ,i,ng l,hese <quartil_es. Thus, the counties assigned to 
. a particular quardle 'in.this analysis would not necessarily fall into the same quar-
tile if all 3.100 counties in the nation were considered. · 
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VI. DROPOUT RATES IN RELATION TO EDUCATIONAL 
. EXPERIENCES AND SCHOOL FACTORS 

The relationships of school factors and educational experiences to dropping out are 
· matters of intense policy interest~ Attributes of schools, unlike many other influences 
on dropping out, may be susceptible to direct manipulation by education authorities. 
Thus if certain characteristics of schools were shown to encourage or discourage dropping ' . . . . . .... 

· · out, policies coutcfbe changed to make the favorable conditions more prevalent. Educa-
tional experience factors, s:uch as stude11t progress and performance, are not directly man-
ipulable; .but knowing how tney relate to the dropout rate can help authorities to identify 

· students.at risk and to target dropout prevention efforts. In this chapter, we focus 
· first on the performance and progress indicators and then on selected attributes of 

schools. 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
-· AS PREDictORS OF DROPPING OUT -

It is hardly surprising that indic_ators of educational progress and performance are 
_ ,assocfate9 with dropping out, but the streI)gtl). of the relationship is impressive. More-

. over; that the dropout rate is· highly correlated with HS&B base-year (sophomore) perfor-
, mance inc:Hcators suggests .the potential usefulness of such indicators to provide early 
warning ot youth at risk of not co$pleting school. Table 6.1 presents the descriptive 

_ qata pertaining to two performance indi(::ators,· s·c9res on the HS&B battery of "ability" 
tests and self-reported high school grades, and two indicators of progress through school, 
whether ast1,1dent was.held back or' tepeated a grade and the student's age at the beginning 
of the 9th gr'ade. As in the previous descriptive data tables, we show the dropout rates 
associated with different values of these· variables for all students combined and for stu-
derits classified by race/ethnicity and sex. . 

·Before discussing the results, a ca\ltionary. note is in order: These performance and 
prcigtess var,iables o~viously cannqt be interpreted as independent or exogenous influences 
pn dropping Qut. Poor performance and. slow progress through school are not "causes" of 
·dropping out but :r:ather consequences of ,the sallle underlying forces as are responsible for 
dropping out. Thus, relationsh1-ps _to performance and progress cannot be cited to "ex-
plain" dropping Qut; but sirtce performance and progress are measurable before dropping out 
occurs, they c;an be used to predict dropping out and to identify students at special risk. 

Indicators of Student Performance 

.HS&B provide~ an ~ssortment of p~~formance indicatqrs, including scores on the spe-
cial H$&B reading, vo¢abulary, mathematics~ and other subject-area tests, which were ad-· 
ministered in conjundtion with the base-year and follow-up surveys. Table 6.1 r·elates 

, dropo_u~ rates to two such l:ndicators, .the student's "ability" quartile (a composite of 
· base.:.year and follo_w-up test scores) .and the student's self-reported high school grades. 

As· one would expect, the dropout rate falls off rapidly as test scores increase. 
The drc,pout rate in the lowest ability quartile is 26.5 percent for all race/ethnic groups 
and sexes combined and above 20 percent for each separate race/ethnicity-sex group; in the 
highest abiHty quartile it 'is only 3.2 percent for all groups combined and below 5 per-
cent for all groups except black males. Th~s, students in the lowest ability str~tum are 
eight times more likely to drop out, on average, than are students who score in the 
highest ability quartile. 

The relationship of dropping out to self-reported high school grades is even 
stronger. The probability of dropping out is minuscule (1.4 percent) for those who report 
earning mainly A's; modest (6.7 percent) for those who earn A's and B's or mainly B's; 
about average for those who receive B's and C's or mainly C's; and sharply higher for .... 
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recipients of C's and D's or worse,· Among students in the lowest grade bracket, less than• 
D's, it is an exceptional achievementto earn a high school r;iiplom.a. 

Table 6.1 

DROPOUT RATES IN RELATION TO SCHOOL--PERFORMANCE, 
PUBLIC HIGH .. SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX -----------------------------~--------.---------------------~~-----------

+--------·Race/ethnicity and sex.----7---+. 
Performance White Black Hispanic 
Indicator All · Male Female Male Female Male Female 

All students combined 14.4. 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.·1 18.9 19.3 

Ability test score 
First (lowest) quartile• 
second quartile 
Third quartile 
Fourth (highest) quartile 

26.5 
14.7 
7.8 
3.2 

30.6 
16.6 
8.8 
3 •.8 

28.2 
16.3 
6.6 
2.4 

27.9 
11.7 
8.7 
8.3 

26.l 
11.4 
6.6 
2.4 

23.8 
11.0 
15.0 
4.4 

High school grades 
Less than D's 
C's and D's 
B's and C's 
A's and B's 
Mostly A's 

82.9 
35.4 
14.3 

6.7 
1.4 

84.1 
32.9" 
12.9 
4.0 
1.5 

87.9 
42.2 
14.7 

6.9 
1.0 

68.3 
33.3 
17.7 
12.5 
0.8 

87.9 
28.3 
12.4 

9.9 
4.7 

83.6 
29.7 
16.4 
10.4 

3.7 

78.7 
46.6 
14.8 
11.9 
1.0 

Held back 
a grade? 

Yes 
No 

or repeated 

27.2 
12.4 

26.8 
11.4 

27.8 
10.9 

33.2 
17.9 

22.5 
12.8 

25.7 
17.7 

26.9 
18.4 

.-.· 
Age at start of 9th grade 

__. 15-1/2 or older 
15 or 15-1/4 
14-3/4 
14-1/2 
14-1/4 
14 
Under 14 

42.1 
23.7 
13.2 
11.8 
9.9 
8.5 
9.0 

42.6 
21.8 
11.9 
11.2 
a.a 
7.4 

12.1 

43.9 
,24 .9 
13.8 
10.5 

9.8 
7.9 
8.0 

48.6 
29.l 
19.1 
16.0 
11.6 
7.6 
4.3 

48.4 
21.9 
8.4 
9.8 
9.8 
8.5 
6.1 

32.6 
24.4 
16.8 
17.3 
12.9 
11.8 
10.6 

42.3 
25.4 
12.2 
17.8 
12.2 
17.8 
10.8 

------------------------------~------------~---------------------~--
_ Once again, there are some intergroup variations in patterns. The steepness of the 
decline in the dropout rate with increasing ability is generally greater for females than 

· for mates (although this d,oes not hold' for Hispanfos).' Specifically, female dropout 
'rates~ while lower than.male rates at all ability levels, are relatively more so in the 
higher ability quartiles. The ·association between low grades and dropping out is evi-
denced fo the data for both sexes, but there is an interesting difference between the male 
and female patterns: in all grade categories e;,cept the highest ("mostly A's"), females 
drop out mc)re frequently .than males. This means that the overall male dropout rate is 
higher than the female rate not_ beca.us_e males• wi_th given grades are more likely to drop 
ciut but ~ecause of the higher concentrations ofJeinales than males in the higher grade 
brackets . · · · 
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There are also some inter~acial differences in the relationships of dropping out to 
•· • test scores and grades. Whereas. white and Hispanic dropout rates are lower in each suc-

cessively higher "ability" quartile, the improvement for blacks occurs mainly between the 
first and second 'quartiles. For. black females, in particular, dropout rates are more or 
less uniformly to·w from the second quartile on. For black males, being in the top ability 
quartile is not associated with the low dropout rates found among high-ability members of 
other groups .. The relationship between grades and dropping out is strong for all 

· tace/et~nicity groups but s<:>mewhat less so for minorities. than for whites. In particu~ar, 
dropout r~tes.f:fll off _more rapidly for wh!tes than for othe~ groups_ in the tw~ highest 
grade brackets . Perh~ps the ~ost mterestmg aspect of the mterrac1al comparison, 
however, is that in the three lowest ability quartiles, whites drop out at higher rates 
than bla~ks. The higher overall -dtopout rate for blacks than for whites i~ due primarily, 
therefore, not to higher d'ropout'rates fQr blacks than for whites of comparable ability 
but rather to the low representation of blacks in the higher ability strata. 

Indicators of Progression through School 

Table 6.1 al$o demonstrates a strong relationship _between dropping out and failing to 
progress fhrough the pre-high school grades at a normal rate. The dropout rate is more 
than twice as high among the 14 percent of students who have been held back or repeated a 

· grade as among the ·remaining 86 percept 9f students who have not. This ratio is about the 
same for males as for temaJes,:but it is hi~her for whites than for blacks and higher for 
blacks than for Hispanics. That. is, the sensitivity of the dropout rate to repeating a 
grade is greatest for whites, lie.:Xt greate$t for blacks, and lowest for Hispanics. 

. . SiJ:nifarly, entering high ·school at a 'higher-than-normal age is associated with a high 
proQability of dropping out. The typical age of entry to 9th grade is 14 to 15. Compared 
with students who are 1.4-1/2 when they enter, those in the 15 to 15-1/4 age range are 
~wice ,11s likely, and those ·15-l/2 and older more than three times as likely, to drop out. 
This patter11 llolds for both sexes and for whites, blacks, and Hispanics, although less 

.· strongly for Hispanics than for the other groups. 
. Although the earlier _cautionary remark about "correlation, not causation" applies to 

indicators of gi:ade pl'dgression as well as indkators of academic performance, its force 
is .diminished in the foimer in$tarice by ·t\le timing of grade retention. That is, since 
most such.retention t~Jes plac~ in the elementary grades, having been retained is a condi-
tion th.at studeqts bring with them to high school ... Unlike low test scores, it cannot be 
lal)eled a concom(nhant Qutconie, a·long With dropping out, of influences operating during 
the; student's high scboo,l yea_rs.. Although this still leaves room for "underlying" deter 0 

minan_ts of bot~ early grade retcnifon and later dropping out, it suggests that grade re-
tention has a :tnore nearly independent status than performance as a determinant of failure 
to complete school. 

SCHOOL FACTORS 

Although there is great interest in school factors that contribute to or deter drop-
_ping out, we have been able only to skjm the surface of that subject. The HS&B surveys 
provide data on reJatively few of t:hc: pofentially relevant school factors. Among the im-
portant missing items are quality-refated characteristics of teachers, such as teachers' 

.. epucatiorial backgrounds, experience, and verbal and other abilities; data on the instruc-
tlonafprocesses in different high schools (e.g.• data on "time on task"); and data on at-
tri:t,1,!tes of "school climate"-of the type cited in the recent "effective schools" litera- . 
ture . HS&B does provide some information on school offerings, such as indications of 
whether particular specjal progratijs are avai,lable in each school. However, it is very 
difficult to a·n:alyze the effects of program offerings on dropping out because of self-
selection and simultaneity problems, and doing so would require additional data--e.g., on 
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t~e .sgverity of individual student's spec.ial n~_eds-.;that are not included in the HS&B 
ftles • · · • . . 

We have been able to analyze relationships of dropping out to these school factors: 
· teacher-pupil raiio, school size (enrolln;tent), composition or the student body (specifi-
cally, the percentages (jf enroilment 'thauire black and disadvantaged), the teacher turn-

..over rate, a~d whether a cofupetency test is required for graduation. In additi<;m, because 
or tJie ·consldetable poHcy interest in the issue, we present data on the relationship bet-

. ween the program iii whfo~ ,a student is,entotled·•Jcademic, vocational, or general--and the 
frequency of droppfog ou.t. Table -~Li presents clescriptive data on the relationsh_ips of 
dropout rates to some of these vari~l)les; the remaining variables are not included in the 

. gross dropout-rate comparisons but do'.figu!e in the multivariate analysis. 

Relationships of School Factors to Gross Dropout Rates 
., 

Teacher-Pupil Ratio. The principal· ind~cator· avaUable Crom HS&B of the instruction-
al tespurces ·applied to c~ch student is th.: ·nµmber of teachers per pupil in average daily 
g:iem.'bership (1DM). Sc:hoois J!lve b~en g·ro\lped intcfquartiles according to this variable and 
the dropoµt rates. tor" each quartile _arc sho:wn in Table ·6.2. As can be seen, the dropout 
t_ate d.:cliries moderately as the teacher/pupil ratio _incr:eases. Dropout rates among 
~chools in ~he ~igh~.sf !cacher ~pupil qu;rtil~ arc less t~an ·two-thirds as great as those 
of schools in the l_owest qµart1Je. It does J1ot J1ecessanly follow, however, that low 
drop.out rates a.re due to high teac:1:ier/pupil ratios or that raising the ratios would cause 
the rates to fall. A_n alterria,tivc explanation is that schools with high staffing ratios 
tend to have t>t116r characteristics associated w_ith lbw dropout rates, such as higher 
income and SES . Whether'the teacher/pupil ratio has an independent effect can be deter-

. mined. only wben su·chother iactors are controlled. 
. . ,Pe~cent of Enrollment Black. The make-up of the. student body is a factor that may 

affect (,arious di,me~slori:s ot pe_rforrnance. inc:luding the dropout rate (this is the well-
. .kn'own "pter effect•· on perfor"mancij; One frequently used indicator or school composition 
i's fhe percenta~e of enr6ll"ment bl#k.. (A 'preferable alternative indicator, the average 
SES level of the students in the sch·ool, is not available ·in the HS&B data.) Table 6.2 
shows how dropout rates vary as the percentage· black increases. 

Although th.~ ·ov~r:all teiati6nship is pos_itive--the dropout rate increases with the 
perc~ntage of enrolhnent black~~the' pattern varies by race/ethnicity and sex. It is 
stronger for females (bl~cks incJud~d) tha11 for ma_les. Among white males, the only _clear-

_cut effec·t is tJte lower_dr6pout'rite ~:n the less-than-IO-percent blaclc schools than in the 
o~her ~ate~ri~s. The ~lack male gfouj:) is.-the only one for which no. pattern at an is 
discernib!e . One mig~t exP,ect tJ}at the per~entage of enrollment bl_ack would be a proxy 
for conc.entrati,ons ot 1o·w-inc6m·e, low-SES students and consequently would be strongly and 
positively associated w{th the dropout t.ate. That this d:oes not occur is an indication 
tha't'the r_elationship between. race/ethnichy ·aiid the SES factors is a complex one and that 

·a careful muiti.variatt a11alyds is needed to disentangle it. 
. CQmoefancy Testing. An i$sue of spe,cial current interest is the effect on education-
··a1 ouicome·s, including the dfopout fate, of requiring students to pass a competency test 
.fo graduate. ~oth th..: base.year a_rid follo\v'.'up HS&B school surveys asked whether such a 
requirement w-as in effect. The drop'out rates associated with "yes" and "no" responses in 
)lie follow-up y~ar ate ~hown fo. the table. The ov_erall dropout rate is higher by a small 
aJ:11ount among students who atte,nded high schools that required competency tests but sig-
. nificantly ~o only f~r' whit.: riiales and Hispanics. Even f9r the latter groups, however, it 
is incorrect to i11Cer that imposing a competency test requirement causes students to drop 
out~ since sch·ools with a11d withput such''requirements may differ in other attributes re~ 
late.d to d,ropping out as welt· In fa~t, as will be seen. below, the competency test effect 
vanishes whe_n student backgrounds ~nd other factors are taken into account. 

High School Program. Considerable interest has been expressed in how the student•s 
choice oi, or assignment to, a particular high school program affects educational 

·-.. 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

ou.tcomes, including dropping out. In particular, there has been debate over whether en-
rollmeptin a vocational education program increases or diminishes the likelihood of drop-
ping out: According to the last set ot entries in Tabte 6.2, students who report that 
they were enrolled in vocational' programs in their sophomore years drop out at more than 

. three. tjmes the rate of students who were enr~lled in. \Cademic programs and at a slightly 
higher rate than stu.de~ts enrolied ln general programs • The same pattern holds for males 
and females -~fod for blacks and whites but not for Hispanics, for whom the interprogram 
differences are considerably smaller. 

Table 6.2 
\ 

DROPOUT RATl?,:S .IN RELATION TO SCHOO.L .1'ND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS, 
PUBLIC·HI(;H scaoo:c.. STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

· · (Dropout Rates in Percent) 

+----- Race/ethnicity and sex--------+ 
School or Program White Black Hispanic 
Characteristic All Male Female Male Female Male Female 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------All students combined 14.4 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.1 18.9 19.3 

Teacher-pupil ratio 
. First (lowest) quartile 15.5 14. 7; 13.6 23.3 13.5 21.4 20.0 
,Second quartile 13.8 12.8 11.4 19.4 15.S 17.1 20.1 
Third quartile 13.0 12.8 11.3 19.8 14.9 13.0 14.4 
Fourth (highest) quartile 8.9 7.7 10.2 a a a a 

Percent of H.s. enrollment 
black 

Less than 10 percent 12.8 12.7 11.4 22.0 11.7 16.7 17.9 
10-30 percent 15.3 16.1 13.1 18.8 12.3 19.6 20.6 
30-50 percent· 18.1 14.5 21.6 14.9 15.6 28.5 19.l 
50 percent or more 19.7 14.3 22.5 24.3 15.1 20.8 25.1 

Competency test required 
for graduation? 

Yes 15.8 15.4 13.1 21.1 13 .1 21.4 21.4 
No 13.8 13.0 12.5 20.4 12.5, 16.8 17.6 

High school program 
(base year) 
Academic 5.8 5.4 4.3 7.7 6.7 15.0 14.4 
Vocational 19.7 20.0 15.6 28.3 19.3 22.4 19.4 
General 16.6 14.9 17.0 22.1 14.3 17.2 19.9 

~------------------------------------------------------------------asample size too small to estimate a dropout rate. 

But confirming that vocational students are more likely than academic students to 
drop out does nothing to r~solve the long-running debate over the effect of vocational 

•. education on school completion. It· has been argued that students with little ability or 
interest in academic WOI'.k would drop out at even higher rates if the vocational option 
were not available. It is not possible to confirm or refute this contention without an 
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analysis that allows. explicitly for assignment or self-selection of stud~ilts !pto the var- • 
ious programs--a task beyond the scope of the presenrstu~y. · .· ':c\:· 
Findings from the Multivariate Analysis 

. . 
To examine the n'1 eff'ects of .school factors on dropping out, we estimated multi-

. variate even~ history eqµations in whJch the independent variables include the aforemen-
. tioned schoolv;triablcs, ihe persortd and family background characteristics of students 
and the 1ocatiohal and economic· variables. ·The estimates of the effects of school factors 

· a're shown in Table 6~3. Again, as in previous tables of this type, the table entries are 
·dropout-rate ratios, or relative dropout rates~.• For example, the entries under "teacher-
pupil ratio" represent the fa:ctors by which dropout rates are reduced in response to each 
u·nit increment in. the ·~umber of teachers per 1,000 pupi_ls. 

Table 6.3 

ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF SELECTED SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS 
. .. ON .RELATIVE DROPOUT RATES, . 

PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

+--------- Race/ethnicity and Sex---------+ 
Varial;>le and · · White Black Hispanic 

Basis for Comparison All Maie Female Male Female Male Female 
--------------------------------------------~-------------~-----------Teacher-pupil ~atio 
,.(each additional teacher 
·per 1,000 pupils) .78 .87 .74 .02* a.a .04* 16.oo· 
Percentage of students 
·. black (each additional 

percentage.point) 1.00 1.00 1.00 .99 .99 1.00 1.00 
Percentage of students 

· disadvantaged (each 
additional percentage 
point) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01* 1.00 1.00 

Teacher turnover rate 
(each additional per-
centage point) 1.01* 1. 01. ·1.01 1.02 1.01 .57 1.00 

High school· size (each
additional 1,000 
students enrolled) 1.18* 1.31* 1.25* .97 .96 1.17 1.42 

}iinimum competency test 
required?a 
Yes, both 1980 and 1982 .91 .. 93 .92 .86 .87 .94 .83 
Change from 1980 to 1982 .89 .96 .87 .68 .89 .as 1.24 

---------~--------~--------~---------------------~---~--~------------Note: Estimates followed by* are significantly different from 1.0 
at least at tbe .10 level of probability.

aTh'e pres~nce of a minil!lum competency test requirement is 
represented by two dUll)lJly variables. The first indicates whether 
there was ~.requirement in both the HS&B base year and the follow-
up year; the sec;pnd indicates whether there was a change in the 
requirement between ~he two years (a "yes" to the latter generally 
signifies that a requirement was added between the base year and 
the follow-up year). 
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In general, even the weak· relationships detected in the descriptive analysis are 
• • ~ot confirmed· ,.._,bcn one controls for nonschool factors. The estimated coefficients 

(ratios) for the J;achcr-pupil ratio, although less than one, are not signif_icantly so, . 
failing to support the finding that a higher staffing ratio reduces dropping out. Neither 
the percentage of students black nor t.he percentage classified as disadvantaged is associ-
ated with any difference in the dropout rate. Requiring a minimum competency test for 
gracluation, which was found to be associated with a higher dropout rate in the descriptive 
analysis, is associated with a lower rate when other factors are held constant, but the 

· estimated coefficients are no.t significantly different from 1.0. • · 
_ The only two variables that show· ari.y significant effects on the overall dropout rate 

,are teacher turnover and high school,size. A higher teacher turnover rate is associated 
with a hi~her rate of dropping out, as one might expect, but the estimated dropout-rate 
ratio is only 1.01, indicating a one-percent increment in the dropout rate for\ each on:e-
percept increment in· turnover. Larger school size is associated with substantially higher 
dropping out--for exampJe, an esdm.atecl IS-percent higher rate in high schools with 2,000 
pupils than in high school.s with 1,000 pupils. However, it may well be that the school 
size factor is serving as aproxy for characteristics other than size per se (possibly in-

. eluding characteristics of the student body) that are more frequently found in larger high 
schools. 

There are a few anomalous results in the equations for particular groups of students, 
notably the extremc:ly lpw and, highly significant coefficients of the teacher-pupil ratio 
variae-le in. the equations for'black and Hispanic males. Taken literally, these would 
imply that increases in the teacher-pupil ratio could reduce dropout rates for these 
groups to a tiny fraction 01 their actual values, b1,1t almost certainly, these extreme 
coeffici¢nts reflect other differences between high-teacher-pupil-ratio and low-teacher-
pupil,;.rado schools than serve blacks and Hispanics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We _have found little evidence that school variables affect dropout rates. Of the 
variables we tested, only school size (enrollment) and the teacher turnover rate show sig-
nificant effects in a tnultivatiate model with personal and other background factors con-
trolled. H9wever,..many irnportant school factors were not represented in our data set, and 
it wot'.tld be incorrect to infer r'rom our limited anaiysis that school attributes are not 
important deterniin•ants' of the ·<:lropout rate. In particular, we believe that the effects of 

· ·teacher attiibutes, characteristics of tlte instructional process, and "school climate" all 
ne_ed to, be l;>rought into the analysis. before conclusions are reached about the potential 
effects 'of educatipnal treatments on the incidence of dropping out. .., 

We hav~ shown th,at dropout rates are strongly related to indicators of educational 
.performance and progress thrcmgh school, and we believe that this information can be put 
.t~ practical use. Th~ fact that impaired progress at an early stage in the school career · 
(e.~.• repeating a ye;ir in elementary sc;hool) correlates strongly with dropping out sug-
gests thi\t it ·m;iy be feasible to develop early warning systems for identifying children at 

. risk of not completing s.chool. Vt is likely that pre-high school grades and test scores 
would also correlate stroI?,gly with dropping out, although we were only able to confirm the 
relationship to high school gr,des·ana: test scores with the HS&B data.) A logical next 
step would be to cletermine which combinati9ns of personal,: performance, and progress indi-
cators best predict dropping out, so that practical methods of targeting dropout preven-
tion efforts can be established. • 
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Footnotes: 
' ,l. · "Ability" is the labe! attached by NORC to a composite of performance scores on read-

ing, vocabulary, and mathematics tests. The ability score reflected in Table 6.1 is 
as:i equal-weighted average of the standardized scores on these tests in both the ~ase 
year ·a·nd follow-up y~arHi.e.~ an average of six test scores (or as many are nonm1ss-
ing) fol' e.ach student. The high schpol grades shown in Table 6.1 are those reported 
in response to tlie question, "Which of the (ollowing best describes your grades so 

·· far in high schooi? _Mostly A (a numerical ave·rage of 90-100); about half A and half 
. B (SS-89); fylostly B (s·o-&4) ·-·" (Responses have been consolidated--e.g., ~Y com-
bining "half A and half B" with "mostly B" to reduce the number of entries in the 
table.) 

. \ . 

2. To be specific, 48.9 percent of female students report themselves in the A or A/B 
categories, as compared with only 34.9 percent of males. 

3. The dropout rate is extremely low among black males with "mostly A's," but there are 
very few observations in this category and the estimate is unreliable. 

4. For reviews of this literature and summaries of findings, see Cohen (1983) and Purkey 
and Smith (1983). 

5. for example, the ayailability of a bilingual program in a high school appears to be 
po~iti:vely related to Jhat school's. drop_ol,lt r~te in a simple cross-tabulation or cor-

.. relatioJt ana,tysfs, npt bec~use sucli prograjns induce students to drop out but because 
they tend tq b~ Qffi~ed in schf)ois :,'here (fmit~d-Engli~h-proficient (LEP) students 

· are concent.rated and henc.e where the dropo~t great is likely to be relatively high. 
Thus, to)i.tiive··at a reasonabte asse.~~men,t of the effect of a bilingual program on 
the dropout rate, one must be able lo 9ontrol for the LEP concentration in each 

. school. _Moreover, ev·,;m withi~ a'sch()ol, participants in a bilingual program may be 
found to drop oµt at higher rat~s than nonparticipating LEP students--again, not be-

. cause the progr~tn c;uises dropping qut btif because students with the most severe 
·. pro~lems ·are likely: lQ 1:ie selected ~s ·participants. To avoid biased and misleading 
es'tiiµates ·of program ef(ects on'·drcipping out, one would have to model the selection 
or self-selection process itself, but that is a very difficult task and far beyond 
the scope of the present study. 

6. Becaµse the teacher/pupil ratio quartiles have been defined for schools rather than 
pupils, _and without weighting for' the_ nllmber of pupils in each school, the higher 

._ quartiles contain rel11tiyely fe·w ·pus:>,ils and ·probably consist in large part of small 
high schools. A dift.erent picture inight be obtained from a breakdown based on pupils 
rather than schools. 

7. The apparent U-shaped pattern for black males--higher dropout rates in schools with 
th~. lowest and highest nercentages black--is suggestive, but the number of black 
males in the less-than-IO-percent black schools is too small to establish that such a 
pattern actually exists. 
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' · .. ' 8. The differences in dropout rates become much larger when students are classified ac-
cording to the program in_ which they were enrolled in their senior years (or, in the 
case of dropouts, at the tiine they last attended school). According to the senior- · 
year classification, the ratc:s ate 3.4: percent, 21.7 percent, and 15.9 percent, 

· respecti:vcly, for students ·in the academic, general, and vocational programs. Note 
that seniQts iµ. the generalprogram are more likely to drop out than seniors in the · 
vocational program, reversi~g 'the order among those enrolled in general and vocation-

... al programs in their sophomore year. This suggests that by the senior year the 
, general program has become a refuge for students with no particular ecfucational goals 
and hence with high probabilities of dropping out. 

\ 
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,, .. 
VII. DROPPING OUT IN.RELATION TO ..OTHER STUDENT 

BEHAVIORS AND CHOICES 

In this chapter we examine the relationships between dropout rates and selected in-
dicators of students' social behaviors and choices: · 

o Whether the student worked for pay while in high school and, if so, for how many 
hours per week; ~ · 

o Whether the student married, had a child, or both; and 

o Whether the stude~t had disciplinary problems in school or trouble with the law. 

These variables, like the educational performance variables consid'ered in Chapter VI, are 
obviously all ~ndogenous and cannot be construed as independent causes of failure to com-
plete school. Almosf'forely, they are inf'h1enced by the same underlying factors as in-
fluence the dropout rate itself. Again, however, the behaviors in question, like low 
school performan·ce, can serve as early warning indicators of danger of dropping out. 

RELATIONSHIPS TO GROSS DROPOUT RATES 

The relationships of these behavioral variables;to gross dropout rates are shown in 
Table 7.1. Once again, results are presented for the six race/ethnic-sex groups and for 
all groups combined. The principal findings concerning the individual behavioral vari-
ables are as follows: 

Wo.rking While in School ' 

Whether workiµg while in high school adversely affects educational outcomes, inchid-
ing dropping e>ut, is a question of recurdng policy interest. The first set of entries in 
Table 7.1 demonstrates that students who work generally drop out at higher rates than stu-
dents who do riot. However~ when the data are disaggregated by sex and race/ethnicity, it 
becomes clear that more than a cle,ar-cut posi(ive "effect is involved. The relationship 

· between 'VOrking and dropping out, though significantly positive for all males and for 
.. black females, is negative f.or white and Hispanic females. In part, the reversal may stem 

frolll differences in the numbers of hours worked per week, on average, by males and fe-
males. This point is taken u:p bel~w. In addition·, one can speculate that work for pay 
1)1ay have a different meaning for males than for.females: for the former, it may often be 
viewed as an alternaJive to ?cho()lfog, whUe for the latter it may sometimes signify 
career orientation-~~n attitude presumably negatively related to dropping out. To go be• 
yond speculation, howeYer, would require a more detailed analysis of the characteristics or males and females who work while attending school. 

The second set of table entries shows that the dropout rate for students who work is 
generally higher among. those who work more hours per week. Taking all race/ethnic groups 
and sexes together, stude.nts who report working 1 to 14 hours per week drop out at no 
higher a rate tha:n students who do not work at all,. whereas the rate is about 50 percent 
higher for those who work.IS to 21 .hours per week and 100 percent higher for those who 

· work 22 hours per week or more. Both males and females are more likely to drop out if. 
they work longer hours, but the percentage of working females who work long hours (15 or 
more hours per week) is much smaller than the corresponding percentage of working males1. · 
Conseq·uently~ the hours-worked factor alone may account for m_uch of the male-female dif• 
ference in the relationship between working for pay and dropping out. (That factor cannot 
explain, however, why males who work 1 to 14 hours per week drop out more frequently than 
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.. males who do not work, while females in the 1-14 hour per week group drop out at lower 
" ,, rates than nonworking females.) 

Table 7.1 

DROPOUT RATES IN RE;LATION TO STUDENT BEHAVIORS AND CHOICES, 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

+----- Race/ethnicity and Sex--------+ 
Behavioral White Black Hispanic 
Indicator All· Male Female Male Female Male Female 

All students combined 14.4 13.6 12.5 20.6 14.1 \18.9 19.3 

Worked for pay while 
in school? 
.Yes 15.7 16.9 11.1 27.5 16.6 21.8 18.5 
No 13.3 10.6 13.7 16.9 12.7 16.2 19.6 

Hours worked per week 
22 or more 22.5 20.7 23.6 29.5 14.0 26.2 22.1 
15 - 21 17.6 13.4 20.5 18.5 9.6 22.9 33.3 
1 - 14 11.1 10.5 9.1 18.6 15.6 13.S 16.1 
None 11.5 9.4-7 10.7 13.5 11.8 18.9 19.3 

Marital and parenting 
· status 

Married, with children 74.8 69.9 75.7 a a a 70.9 
Unmarried, children 45.3 37.4 61.1 a 39.6 a 72.0 
Married, no children 59.3 55.S 59.5 a a a s·2. 7 
Unmarried, no children 11.2 12.6 7.3 21.s 9.4 18.4 10.4 

Antisocial behavior 
Disciplinary problems? 

Yes 28.0 27.8 27.5 30.9 24.3 26.9 33.4 
No 10.0 8.6 9.7 13.5 10.0 14.7 13.7 

Suspended or probation? 
Yes 32.7 31.3 35.4 36.l 25.9 29.4 38.6 
No 10.7 9.6 9.9 13.2 11.3 15.2 15.2 

Serious trouble with law?· 
Yes 32.6 31.0 27.1 52.6 29.5 34.6 35.9 
No 13.4 11.7 12.2 19.7 14.3 18.0 18.7 

---~--~-----~-----------~-------------------------------~----~-----asample size too ~mall to estimate a dropout rate. 

The relationship between weekly hours worked and the dropout rate varies somewhat 
among groups. It i_s most pro11ounced· among wllite females and nonexistent among black fe-
males, with the 0th.er groups fallin~ in between. For black males, dropout rates differ 

• significa,ptly only between those who work more or fewer than 22 hours per week; for His-
panic males, 15 hours per week is the relevant dividing line. There also appear to be in-
tergroup differences in the effect of working a moperate amount versus not working at all. 
For whites and Hispanics, there are only small and generally iJi'significant differences in 
dropout rates between those who report 1 to 14 hours of work per week and those who report 
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none. For blacks, however, or at·1east black males, any amount of work seems to be as- " ,,,,_.sociated with a higher dropout rate. 

Marriage and Childbearing 
There has been much concern recently with the consequences of teenage sexual ac-

tivity, pregnancy, parenting, a1_1d household formation, specifically including the effects 
of those'behaviors on continuation in school. The HS&B data do not cover sexual activity 
or· pregnancy bu·r do adow us to look at the association between marriage and childbearing 
and t~e frequency of dropping out. , 

The "marital and parenting status" entries in Table 7.l show that dropout rates are 
dramatically higher among stud~nts who reported bein·g married, having children, or both at 
the time <>f the first follow-up survey than among .the rest of the student population. 
¥.axried students, male and feniale alike, drop out at nearly a 60 percent rate; females .and 
mates with children 'drop out at rates of about 50 and 30 percent, respectively; and those 

, wJfo are both married and "have children drop out at an extraordinary 75 percent rate. Al-
though fewer than S perc¢nt of respon:cie'nts teport that they either are married or have 
children, those who say "ye;" to elther 'question leave school at such a high rate that 
they ae<::ount for ov~r 22'percerit 9f all dropoµts. Of all the female dropouts in the HS&B 
sample, over.40 percent said they were ·married or had children at ihe time of the follow-
up survey. 

The numbers of married respondents and respondents with children are too small, un-
fortunately, to permit ail analysis of racial diffei-enc·es in the association of these char-
acteristics 'with clropping'out. There fs an indi9ation that black females who are not mar-
ried _but have children ,are l~ssJik¢ly·to leave schooi than are white females in the same 

· situation, but there are too (ew ca,ses for that difterence to be statistically signif-
icanJ. It appears d1iit a iriore specialized s.urvey, a.hned specifically at marriage, child-
bearing, a.nd related issues, would be needed to obtain sufficiently detailed data on this 
subject. 

· Unfortunately, alst>, the HS&B survey_provides no information on the closely related 
q1,1estion of how pregnancy affects the dropout rate. This is an issue with important 
'policy implications tor pregrra:ncy prevention efforts and services to pregnant or parenting 
adolescen-ts. We understa;ndJhat propo#ls to include questions about pregnancy and sexual 
behavior ln the H:S&J3 surveys were teJected, but that there is a possibility of collecting 
·such inf~frin~tion refrospectively in future .HS&B follow-ups. If so, this information would 

. help to fnt a significant gap in ·ou.r present ti~derstanding .of influences on dropping out. 
·. . 'The cautionary notjce about diawing ca\lsal inferences may bear repeating in the 
spe,ci_fic context of th_e marriaije··~nd child~earing variables. Getting married and having 
children, like. many of the <>thef variabJes discussed_in .this and previous sections, are 
endogerious va.riaples, likely to be influenced by many of the same personal arid environmen-
tal char~c;eristics as affect ·ed~cationaro·~tcomes, including dropping out. To some stu-
dents, leaving school to form a hou.,s_ehold. inay seem a reasonable alternative to remaining 
'iri _an unrew;itding school e9viro:nment; for others, marriage and childbearing may follow the 
· dec!sion to ~rop out. In ~uch cases, it ca,nnot be said that marriage or childbirth 
"caused" the student. to leave school. "It would be. no less plausible (but equally incom-
plete) to cla:im the opposite. Whether interventions aimed specifically at pregnancy or 

parenti11g, or at stude11ts' decisions t9 triarry before graduation, might reduce the dropout 
rate is :an entirely difterent question, riot. addressable with the present HS&B data. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that for student~ still attending high school, getting married . 
or havirtg a child is one of the strongesd,ossible signals that dropping out may be im-
minent. · 
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Antisocial Behaviors 

~ • ' The final set of entries in Table 7.1 depicts relationships between dropping out and 
three indicators of antisocial behavior: having had disciplinary problems in school, 
having been suspended or_ placed on probatio:n, and having been in "serious trouble with the 
Jaw." There is a remarkably uniform relationship between all three indicators and the 
dropout rate. _Studcmts 'Yho acknowledge having been in any one of the three kinds of 
trouble are about three times inore likely to be dropouts, on average, than students who do 
not report s1.1ch problems.· The differences in dropout rates between the "yes" and "no" 
responders ~n(relatively uniform among the race/ethnicity-sex categories. Both males and 
femal~s who Jia:ve. had disciplinary problems, been suspended, or been in trouble with the 
law leave school a.t rates on the onfer of 30 percent, while those who do not report such 
e_xperiences leave at rates o( ar<>und 10 percent. The association between antisocial be-
havior and dropping out is simiiar for blacks and whites, but dropout rates for Hispanics 
seem to be somewhat less correlated with such behavior than are the rates for the other 
groups. 

Having experienced disciplinary problellls, suspensions, or trouble with the law are, 
of course, not ·independent factors one ¢an cifo to "explain" dropping out. In most cases, 
they are ·undoubtedly-ceincomtriitant syµiptonis~ along wl~h dropping out, of the student's in-

-... ability to function acceptably in: the school and in the larger social environment. Never-
- theless, a history of such behavior Cail be used, together with such indicators as low test 
scores and poor grades, to identify those most in need of dropout prevention efforts. 

FINDINGS FROM THE MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Although these student behaviors a11d choice~ are not independent variables, we have 
incorporated them into multivari~te equations to determine whether they still appear 
~trongly related to dropping out after petson:al characteristics and other factors are con-
trolle(i. Specifically, we have fhted equatfons c~ntaining the three sets of behavior and 

. choic~ v_ariables, personal 1md family ·backgroµnd characteristics, environmental factors, 
and school variables. The results pertaining to the behavior and choice variables are 
shown in Table 7.2. 

As can be seen, working while in_ school, marriage and childbearing, and antisocial 
behavior continueJo _show strong relationships to the probability of dropping out even 
when the 'other factors are held constant. The connection between antisocial behavior and 
dropping out: is especially clear~cut and consi'sttnt. -Each 'point on the three-point anti• 

i 'sbcial behavior scale (one point eiich is giveli f_or disciplinary problems, suspension or 
probation, 

0 
and trouble with the law) multiplies the probability of dropping out by, on 

average, a factor of 5.3. 'fJ?.e. mul\iplier falls in the range from 4 to 8 for _all 
_race/ethnidty-sex groups a,nd is always highly significant. 

_Working wp.ile-in school has asignificantly positive relationship to dropping out but 
generally only if the amount of work exceep-s 14 hours per week. The positive relationship 
shows U:p clearly for white _males and females ap.o Hispanic males but is absent or less 
"clear-cut for the other groups. Black fem.ale dropout rates appear not to be affected at 
all (the estfxµa~ed effect on lhe .ctropout i:a.te_ is negative but not significant), and black 
males are ~dversely affected only if work amounts to more than 22 hours per week. Only 
the white male dropout rate appears to be positively affected by working less than 15 
hours per week. - · 

Strong associations between marriage and childbearing and dropping out continue to be 
deIJloristrateq when personal .and pther background (actors are taken into account. Looking 
at all groups combined, the probability of dropping out is 4 times greater for married 
th~n: f·or unmarried fem.ales (6 times s.reater if there are also children) and twice as great 
tor married than for µnmarri~d males (4 times greater with children). Having children 
without being married is associated with a doubling of the female dropout rate but with a 
statistically insignificant increase in the male rate. 
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j.Table 7.2 . ' 

ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF CERTAIN STUDENT BEHAVIORS AND CHOICES 
. . ON ~LA+I'VE. pRClPOUT RAT:ES, EVENT HISTORY MODEL, . 

PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND SEX 

+------- Race/ethnicity and sex----------+ 
Variable and ' · •White · Black Hispanic 

Basis for Comparison All · Male. Female Male Female Mal_e Female 

Hours worked per week 
1-14 .99 1.43* .89' 1.08 1.18 ·.\• 99 .63* 
15-21 1.48* 1.77* 1.82* 1.14 . .68 2.67* 1.71* 
22 or more 1.54* 2.27* 1.38* 2.51* .so 2.13* .79 

Marriage/childbearinga
Married, no children 1.35 8.90* 1.27 12.2* 3.15* 10.9* 

Fem.ale 4.11* 
Male 2.16* 

Children, not married 1.87* 3.97* 1.05 4.66* .67 6.96* 
Female 2.03* 
Male 1.53 

Married and children 4.27* 14.9* 2.67 12.5* 4.70 9.82* 
Female 5.98* 1 
Male 4.42* 

Antisociil behavior 
(Index) 5.32* 6.42* 7.84* 3.64* 4.54* 4.32* 3.73* 

Note: estimates followed by* are significantly different from 1.0 
at leijst at· the .10 lev.el of probability. 

aseparate dwniny variables ~or males and females are included in 
~he·equ~tion fqr all groups combined. 

b'l'Jie index of a:n:tisoc.ial a.ctivity is an. e(Nal-weighted inde~ of 
th~ dummy vari11bles for llaving d1sciplinary problems in school, 
having been suspended or placed on probation, and having been in 
trouble with the law. 

Both marriage and childbearing have extremely strong associations with dropping out 
by female students of all race/et,hnic groups. tJnmarried white females with children are 
about 4 times mpre likely to.drop out th3.n femaJes without children, and the multipliers 
ar¢ even larger for black aJ1d H1spaJ1ic females. Married female students, even without 
children, are 9 to 12 times 111ore likely p.ot·to complete school than their unmarried peers.,n c_o~parison, iriale dropout rates a,re znu·ch less affected. · Having children. but not being 
married.is associated with.a significant rise in th_e white male rate; marriage, but not 
havi~g chilcfren, is associated with a significant increase in the Hispanic male rate. The 
effects on black male rates·are statistically insignificant. 

·· .Once mar~. a w_arning about causal interpretations is in order. Even with personal 
t,LQd oth'er background characteristics held constant, the positive relationships of marriage 
and childbearing to· dropping out do not imply that the former caµse the latter. The con-

. trots for other factors are not g,~arly comprehensive enough to rule out common external 
influences on t~e whQle ·array of negative life outcomes. An in-depth analysis, examining 
alternative paths of caus.ality and taking careful account of the timing of school and out-
of-school behaviors, is needed to sort out the connections among these variables. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The relationships found in the descriptive data between dtoppfog out and certain stu-
dent behaviors and choices--working while in school, marrying and having children, and be-
having antisocially in or" out of school--are borne out by the multivariate analysis. The 
.association between indJcators of antisocial behav'ior, (disciplinary problems, suspension 
or probation, and trouble with the law) 'and ·railing to graduate is large and consistent 
across groups. A substantial positive a~soci~tion between working while in school and 
dropping out is confirmed for mpst groups' but only when the amount of work is substantial 
(more than 15 hours per week). Both childbearing and marriage are associated with ex-
traordinarily high rates o(drop.ping out imong females, and marriage has a significant 

·positive relationship to male dropping out as well. Issues of causation have not been 
resolved; and it canµotbe ~onchidea·that iµodifying these behaviors would, in and of it-
self, alter the dropout r~te~ Neverth.eless, t'he persistence of strong relationships even 
when many student 1,ackgrolind factors and school factors are held constant suggests that 
such behavioral indicators have large -roles to.•play in identifying potential dropouts and 
targeting dropout prevention efforts. · 

Footnote: 

1. Approximately 47 percent of working males but only 30 percent of working females 
report working 15 or more hours per week. 1

· . • 

.·.· 
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